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DEDICATION
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STEPHEN TESSLER
Steve Tessler of Knox Mountain Road is someone who represents the best of
our community. Harvard educated, Steve Tessler chose to teach In the public
schools, and for over thirty years has taught English at Winnisquam Regional
High School.
Regardless of academic ability, students are known to line up at Mr. Tessler's
door to take one of his courses. A recommendation from him is a prized
possession for a college-bound student. Mr. Tessler's work with students does
not end with graduation. Long after, he can be found working with his former
students, helping them to recognize their potential, and encouraging them to
take the steps necessary to achieve their goals.

Teachers

like Mr.

Tessler are not always recognized for their contributions.

dedicating this Annual

Town

In

Sanbornton
expresses its appreciation and gratitude for his work with the young people of
Sanbornton and the students in the Winnisquam Regional School District.
Report to Steve Tessler, the

~ P/7frfo

of

courtesy of Winnisquam Regional Sctiool District

In

Memoriam

To those who
tragic events of

lost their lives in

September

1 1

,

the

2001

^

RECOGNITION

IN

Thank you,

«^

Patricia Shattuck

is a member of the Solid Waste Disposal Committee.
She
has been invaluable to the Town in providing technical advice during the landfill
closure process. With the closure complete, we would like to recognize Patricia
for her work which includes the drafting of Requests for Proposals, reviewing
closure contracts, and consulting with the engineer.

Patricia Shattuck

She prepared the Town's Groundwater Permit
with

NH DES

results, critical

application for renewal, working
regarding the placement of the monitoring wells, evaluating test

components

Patricia's expertise
dollars.

is

determining the method of closure of the

and attention

An unassuming

boys, and

in

employed

to detail has

landfill.

saved the Town thousands of
mother of two young

individual, Patricia is married, the
full

time.

We

are grateful to Patricia for her time,

energy, and willingness to share her talents and expertise with the

Town

of

Sanbornton. Thank you, Patricia Shattuck.
- Photo courtesy of Patsy Wells
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ELECTED OFFICIALS AND STAFF
Board of Selectmen
Thonnas

Salatiello,

Kevin Roy (02)
Joanne

Chairman (03)

Ralph Carter (04)

T. Dover, Acftninistrative Assistant

Dottie Driscoll,

Bookkeeper

Stacey A. Atherton, Assessment Records Clerk

George Waing, Zoning Enforcement

Officer

Budget Committee
Joe Dannato, Chairman (03)
Peter Dascoulias, Vice Chairman (04)
Kent Chapman (to 9/01)
Jim Grotton (02), appointed
Michael Laughy (02)
Earl Leighton, Jr. (03) John Dodge (04)

Tom

Salatiello,

Selectmen's Representative

Joanne Boyce, Recording Secretary (resigned)
Andrea

J.

Danato, Recording Secretay

Highway Department
Bradley O. Laughy, Road Agent (02)
Mark Jenness, Supervisor
Brian Bordeau

RoyStanwood Ed Griffin
Ed Prentice, Pal-Time

Moderator
Donald

P. Foudriat (02)

Overseer of the Public Welfare
Edward

R. Tierney (02)

Sanbornton Public Library
Library Trustees
Morse, Chairwoman (04)
Michael Glines (04) Dolly Elliott (03)
Lola

Mildred

L.

Shaw

Priscilla

(02)

Russell

Spearman

Bodwell, Co-Director

/

(02)

Librarian

Diane Mitton, Co-Director / Librarian
Marttia Bodwell Hayes. Technical Services Librarian

Detxa Clement, Library Assistant

^
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Supervisors of the Checklist
Sheila Dodge, Chairman (04)

Joseph W. Seynnour (02)
Phyllis A. Auger (06)

Town

Clerk - Tax Collector
Jane Goss (02)
Lurana Joslyn, Deputy

Treasurer
Susan Shannon

Wayne

(02)

Trustee of Trust Funds
Daryl Woods,

Elliott, resigned

resigned

Katy Kannelly-DeCarteret, resigned
James Piscopo, Chairman (04), ^jpointed
David Knapp (03), appointed
Janet Tucker Littlefield (02), ^Dpointed

!!!
State Representatives to the NH General Court
Gordon E. Bartlett, Belmont
Thomas Salatiello, Sanbornton
Francine Wendelboe, New Hampton

NH

State Senate District 2
Edward "Ned" Gordon, Bristol
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APPOINTED BY SELECTMEN
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Assessor
Gregory Heyn

Building Needs/Town Park Committee
Wayne Elliott, Chairman
Henry Angle
Selectmen's Representative

Everett Joslyn

Tom

Salatiello,

Cemetery Committee
Peter Hibberd, Chairman
Mildred Shaw

Sally Hibberd

Robert Bodwell
Ralph Carter, Selectmen's Representative

Conservation Commission
Karen Bordeau, Chairman (02)

Wayne

Elliott,

Vice Chairman (01)
Tom Morrison (02)

Esther Cowles (01)

John Dodge (02)
Kevin Roy, Selectmen's Representative
Alternates

Gordon Craig
Dottie Driscoll, Alternate

Fire

Deborah Lynch

& Recording

Secretary

Department

Jon B. Sanborn, Fire Chief
Steve Surowiec, Deputy Fire Chief
Craig Simpson, Captain

Mark

Foster, Lieutenant

Scott Taylor, Lieutenant

Firefighters

Ben Burlingame

Matthew Clark

Celina Dykstra

Chris Hurd (resigned)

Dennis Huckins

Guy Guinta
Deb La-away

Bruce McLaughlin (resigned)

Paul Moore

Dennis Paquet

Greg Pabst (resigned)

Louisa Paige

Gary Shaffer

Ray Smith

Doug Sargent
Russ Speannan

Linda Surowiec

III

(resigned)

Gary Courtney
Jen LeBel
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Forest Fire Warden
B. Sanborn, Warden

Jon

Deputy Wardens
Robert Bodwell
Mark Foster
Craig Simpson

Winsor Braley
Richard Gray
Steve Surowiec

Health Officer
Everett Joslyn (to 7/01)

William Tobin

Highway Safety/Transportation Advisory Committee
Wayne Elliott, Chairman (01)
Richard Robinson, Police Chief
Bradley O. Laughy, Road Agent
Jon B. Sanborn, Fire Chief

Gavin MacDonald (03)
Kent Chapman (03) Roger Pelletier (01
Ralph Carter, Selectmen's Representative
Trisha Goss, Recording Secretary

Historic District Commission
Karen Bartlett, Chairwoman (04)
Thomas Kuhner (04) Priscilla Bodwell (03)
Brian O'Connor (04)
Don Kent (03)
Alternates

Linda Salatiello (04)
Phil Bodwell (04)
Kevin Roy, Selectmen's Representative

Joint Loss Prevention Committee
Richard Robinson, Chief of Police
Roger Pelletier Stanley Barnes

Wayne

Elliott

Joanne Dover Jon Sanborn
Gavin MacDonald
Ralph Carter, Selectmen's Representative

Lakes Region Planning Commission Representatives
Earl Leighton,

Jr.

Patricia Shattuck

Old Graveyards and Cemeteries
Sally D. Hibberd
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Emergency Management

Stanley Barnes, Director and E-91

1

Coordinator

Planning Board
Jack Potter, Chairman (02)
Franz Vail (04) Tom Morrison (04)
John Grobman (04)
Kevin Roy, Selectmen's Representative
Alternates
Scott Becket (02)
Evelyn Auger (03)
Linda Salatiello, Alternate & Secretary (04)

Planner
Katie Surowiec

Police Department
Richard Robinson, Chief of Police
Mark Barton, Lieutenant
Gavin MacDonald, Seargent

Patrolmen
Stephen M. Hankard
Scott A. Atherton

Paul Moller
Part-time Patrolmen

Tracy N. Trammel
Steve Houton
Jeff Buskey
Newman Daley

Animal Control
Donald Carpenter
Administrative Assistant
Trisha Goss
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Recreation Commission
Corey Robinson, Chairman (04)
Celeste Craig (03) Joe Gray, resigned
Dolly

Elliott

(03)

Ralph Carter, Selectmen's Representative
Bill Klubben, Advisor
Julie Lonergan, Coordinator

Solid Waste Disposal Committee
Richard Larrivee, Chairman (02)
Robert C. White (01 )
Peter Drouin (04)

Dana
Mary

Draper, resigned

E. O'Neil, Facility

Manager

Ralph Carter, Selectmen's Representative
Alternate
Patricia Shattuck
Trisha Goss, Recording Seaetary

Transfer Station/Recycling Center

Mary

E. O'Neil, Facility

Richa-d Hunkins

June Plummer

Cliff

Edwa-d Steinhauer

Steinhauer

Jane Goodwin

Manager

Richard Leclerc

Joel Ellis

Town

Hall Restoration Committee
Andrew Sanborn, Chairman
Lori Budington, Vice-Chair

Jean Surowiec
Nita

Jackie Sandstrom

Tomaszewski

Bob Bod well

Richard Spinner, Consulting

Member

Zoning Board of Adjustment
James VanValkenburgh, Chairman
Jean Surowiec (01)
Frank Tibbetts (02)
Dennis Pancoe (03)
Philip Bonafide(OI)
Alternates

Raymond Beaupre
Timothy Grant

Ann
Ann

Littlefield,

Littlefield

Recording Secretary

(02)
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN
2001 began with enthusiasnn and hope, and closed with much accomplishment
and some shadows.

We
landfill closure was completed; town hall sills have been replaced.
purchased new vehicles for the fire department and the police department,
acquired a loader and truck for the highway department and a forklift for the
transfer station. We transferred the property on Mountain Road to the Mohawk
Trailriders, as voted, and stumps were removed from the transfer station site.
The Cemetery Committee reports the site on Hermit Woods Road is not an
ideal site for a town cemetery. Work continues on the library addition plans and
on the reconstruction of Steele Hill Road, and we have been working with the
library and the church on a resolution for septic service for the three buildings
on Meetinghouse Hill Road.
The

Out of the community profile project held in the Spring, a very active group
headed by Andy Sanborn has emerged and is hard at work attempting to define
preservation and community use of Sanbornton's treasured Town Hall.
The
committee has been actively raising funds and securing grants to assist with the
work. We are asking that a small amount of funds be allocated by the voters to
assist with the work.

We wish to acknowledge and thank Everett Joslyn for his many years of service
town as health officer. We welcome Bill Tobin, who came aboard in July

to the

as health officer, and George Waring as our new zoning enforcement officer.
With growth in the community, and new challenges and issues, we look to these
two gentlemen to provide us with a new level of expertise. Bill and George have
presented a revised fee schedule for building permits which we have adopted.
These new fees will bring our fees more in line with the cost of processing the
applications. New homes and other improvements resulted in an increase of
$4.6 million

in

valuation for 2001.

With the assistance of George Langeler, the selectmen are looking at the
assessment of sewer user fees for those residents along Lake Winnisquam who
are connected to the Winnipesaukee River Basin Interceptor. While there has
been no consensus as yet, options are being reviewed and a revised system
may be in place for the annual billing in June.

We

are very proud of Transfer Station Facility Manager Mary O'Neil who was
chosen Recycler of the Year by Northeast Resource Recovery Association. In
presenting the award to Mary, Executive Director Michael Samson noted that
Mary not only runs a great program but she also has demonstrated the ability to
involve people in the recycling process. In accepting the award, Mary shared
the accolades with Transfer Station staff. Congratulations to Mary and staff!!

Sanbornton Annual Report for 2001
(Board of Selectmen continued)

Several initiatives begun in 2001 will continue into 2002.
Ralph Carter, on
behalf of the board of selectmen perambulated most of the town line with
Meredith officials.
look to complete the perambulation in 2002 and also do

We

officials.
We have asked state officials to assist us in
addressing potential ADA issues. We look to adopt a more comprehensive and
updated personnel policy for town employees. Like most employers, we have
been struggling with employee insurance benefits. We anticipate having to
make major revisions in 2002.

the line with Tilton

On

the homefront, the Selectmen have been put to the test with regard to
meeting notices and minutes. As a result, we have reviewed and revised our
process of noticing meetings and providing a record of them. As voted in 2000,
we also tape record each meeting. In conjunction with this process we have
also reminded town boards and committees of the requirements under the Right
to

Know

law.

Volunteers are the backbone of our community. Whether it be as a member of
the Fire Department, or as a member of a town board or committee, we
certainly appreciate their dedicated service to the town.
They come to their

enthusiasm and dedication. We do what we can to support
and we encourage participation for all walks of the community.

responsibilities with
their efforts

Thank

you.

Respectfully submitted,

Tom

Salatiello,

Kevin Roy
Ralph Carter

Chairman
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for

2001

TOWN OF SANBORNTON

13,2001

Pursuant to the warrant for the 2001 Town Meeting, the Moderator,
Donald Foudriat opened the polls at 7:00 AM on March 13, 2001. Of the
1936 registered voters, 26% took part in the election. A Total of 512
ballots were cast including absentees.

PM Absentee

Ballots were processed. 56 ballots were accepted.
as a non voter. Absentee Voter List is sealed, not be
opened only by court order Per RSA657:15 and RSA658:27.

At

1

:00

One

ballot rejected

The

polls closed promptly at 7:00

The

results of the counting of the ballots follows:

Budget Committee
3 Year Term

(2)

PM.
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RESULTS OF THE VOTE ON ZONING AMENDMENTS

Amendment

#1

favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:

Are you

in

4 (General Provisions) and add Paragraph S (Recreational
to allow recreational campgrounds by special exception
from Zoning Board of Adjustment and Site Plan approval from Planning
Recreational campgrounds would be permitted in all Districts
Board.
Recreational
provided certain standards and conditions are met.
campgrounds under this ordinance would be for temporary and

Amend

Article

Campgrounds)

recreational

occupancy

utilizing

amendment is not
manufactured home parks.

This

Yes

235

for

only tents and recreational vehicles (RVs).
the

establishment

No

or

development

of

232

Amendment #2
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend

Article 4 (General Provisions) Paragraph J (Private Family
Cemeteries) Section (3) to read; The property owner shall maintain a copy
of the recorded cemetery lot layout and a copy shall be provided to the
Town Office. At the time of a burial, the cemetery owner shall supply to
the Town Office the deceased's name and grave lot number for the burial
lot.

Yes

402

No

72

Amendment #3
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:

Amend

Article 4 (General Provisions) Paragraph S (Home Occupation)
Section (B)(1) to require filing a notification form with the Planning Board
for a Level 1 Home Occupation. A copy of the form will be forwarded to
the police chief, fire chief, and health officer.

Yes

286

No

172
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(Vote on Zoning Amendments continued)

Amendment #4
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendnnent No. 4 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:

Amend Article 4 (General
Home Occupation) to allow

Provisions) Paragraph (S)(B)(2) (Level
retail

Two

sales which are related or incidental to

The police
the goods and services rendered by the home occupation.
chief, fire chief, and health officer shall also review the proposed home
occupation and provide

Yes

comment and recommendations,

No

306

if

applicable.

161

SCHOOL BALLOT
WINNISQUAM REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
MARCH
Moderator
1 Year Term

13,2001

School Board Tilton
(1)
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Town Meeting Minutes
Town of Sanbornton
State of New Hampshire

2001

March

14,

2001

The 2001 Town Meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM by the Moderator,
Donald P. Foudriat. Voters were renninded to check with the Supervisors of the
Checklist to obtain their voting card. The Moderator then requested identification
of any handicapped voters who nnay need assistance. Junior Girl Scout Troop
2639, presented the colors and also the Pledge of Allegiance under the direction
of their leader's, Deb Smith and Luann Speikers. The invocation was lead by the
Reverend Cindy Morse, Pastor and Rector of the United Church of Christ in
Meredith.
A moment of Silence was observed for the 15 members of the
Sanbornton community whom have passed away in the year 2000. Introduction

Town Officials were made. Appointments of Assistant Moderator's, Larry
Goss, Richard Gardner, Paul Sincere and Scott Taylor. Town Counsel, Attorney

of

Patrick Wood, of Westcott, Millham, & Dyer, was available to answer any legal
questions the body my have. Mark Latham was also available to answer any
questions regarding the Community Profile Project for the Town of Sanbornton.

Selectmen, Kevin Roy was recognized for the following Presentation: In
recognition of service, Evelyn Auger was presented with a pewter plate for her
dedicated years of service as a member of the Board of Selectmen.
Elections results were read by the Moderator.

Moderator's rules were then read.

Article

1.

Landfill

Closure

Town

will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $600,000 to
fund closure of the Sanbornton landfill, such sum to be raised by the issuance
of serial bonds and notes not to exceed $450,000 under and in compliance with
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33); and to authorize the
selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes in the name of or on the
credit of the Town, and to determine the rate of interest thereon; to authorize the
selectmen to invest said monies, with income derived from temporary
investment of the bond proceeds returned to the General Fund; to authorize the
participation in the State Revolving Fund (SRF) RSA 486:14, established for
this purpose; and to allow the selectmen to expend such monies as become
available from the federal and state governments; furthermore, to authorize the
withdrawal of $100,000 from the Sanitary Landfill Capital Reserve Fund
established for this purpose; with the balance of $50,000 to be raised by

To see

if

taxation.

the

The Board

of

Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend

appropriation (two-thirds ballot vote required).

this

3
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1

continued)

was Accepted as

Ballot box remained open
203 Votes were cast.

read.

until

8:35 PM.

YES

191

NO

12

Library Addition
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the

Article 2.

sum of $323,000 for the
construction of an addition to the Sanbornton Public Library and to authorize the
To see

if

the

issuance of bonds and notes in an amount of not more than $198,000, in
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33)
and to authorize the selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes in
the name of or on the credit of the Town, and to determine the rate of interest
thereon; furthermore, to authorize the selectmen to invest said monies and to
use the earnings thereon for said project; furthermore, to authorize the use of
the sum of $10,000 from the Library Construction/Reconstruction Capital
Reserve Fund; and to authorize the expenditure of $75,000 previously raised by
notes or bonds for the purposes of repair to Town buildings and facilities by
Article 1 of the 1999 Town meeting, also in accordance with the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33), with the balance of $40,000 to be expended
from grants and donations received for this purpose. The Board of Selectmen
and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation (two-thirds ballot vote
required).

was
a
typo
error
mentioned
Construction/Reconstruction Capital Reserve

There

Article

in

Fund

should

#2:

Library

read

Library

Construction Capital Reserve Fund
Article #2

was Accepted as

Ballot box remained open
206 Votes were cast.
Article 3.

To see

Steele Hill

Town

read.

until

9:00 PM.

YES

170

NO

36

Road

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $100,000 as the
Town's portion of Phase Two of improvements to Steele Hill road under the
State Aid Highway Program. Said Town appropriation will be offset by donation
of $33,333 from Steele Hill Resort. (This is the second of a three-phase plan to
reconstruct Steele Hill Road, a Class II state road. Work to be done by NH
DOT. Under the 2:1 match program, NH DOT will contribute $200,000 towards
if

the

Phase Two
The Board

will

of the project.
of

appropriation.

Selectmen

The three year project is estimated at $900,000.)
and the Budget Committee recommend this

Sanbornton Annual Report for 2001
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Article #3

was Accepted as

read.

Highway Loader
Town will vote to

Article 4.

To see

continued)

authorize the selectmen to enter into a five year
agreement for the purpose of acquiring a new loader
for the highway department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,611
for the first year's payment for that purpose. The Board of Selectmen and the
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.

the

if

nnunicipal lease/purchase

Article #4

was Accepted as

read.

Highway Truck
Town will vote to
purchase of a new truck for

Article 5.

To see

the

if

and appropriate the sum of $44,800 for the
the highway department, and to authorize the

raise

withdrawal of $34,300 from the Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund,
established for this purpose; the balance, $10,500, to be funded by trade-in of

an

existing vehicle.

recommend
Article #5
Article

6.

To see

if

The Board

of

Selectmen and the Budget Committee

this appropriation.

was Accepted as

read.

Highway Block Grant
Town will vote to raise and

appropriate the sum of $90,932 to be
Highway Block Grant to be used for improvements to Hunkins
Pond Road and March Road.
The Board of Selectmen and the Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation.
the

received from the

Article #6
Article

7.

To see

if

was Accepted as

read.

Department Vehicle
Town will vote to raise and

Fire

appropriate the sum of $29,700 for the
purchase of a 4 wheel drive vehicle for use by the Sanbornton Fire Department.
The Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this
the

appropriation.

Article #7

was Accepted as

read.

4-Wheel Drive Police Cruiser
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,685 as the
second and final payment on the 4-wheel drive police cruiser. The Board of
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.

Article 8.

To see

if

the town

Article #8

was Accepted as

read.

5
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continued)

Department Radios
Town will vote to raise and

Fire

Article 9.

To see

for

the

appropriate $30,000 for the purchase of

radios for the Fire Department, and to authorize the withdrawal of $15,000 from

the capital reserve account established for this purpose, with the balance of

$15,000 to be raised by taxation. The Board of Selectmen and the Budget

Committee recommend
Article #9

this appropriation.

was Accepted as

read.

Motion to Restrict Reconsideration on
and so voted.

all

previous Articles

was seconded

Removal of Stumps
Town will vote to raise and

Article 10.

appropriate the sum of $15,000 for the
purpose of grinding and the removal of stumps from the landfill in preparation
for closure of the landfill. The Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee

To see

if

the

recommend

this appropriation.

Article #10

was Accepted as

Article 11.

Transfer Station Forldift

read.

Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500 for the
purchase of a forklift for use at the Sanbornton Transfer Station. The Board of
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.

To see

if

the

The following amendment was offered: To see if the town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $8,250.00 for the purchase of a forklift for use at the
Transfer Station

.

With a trade

in

of

$1250.00 the

final

cost of $7,000.

Amendment was Withdrawn.
The following amendment was offered:
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate

the sum of $8,250.00 for the
purchase of a forklift for use at the Transfer Station. With a trade in of $1250.00
to be deposited in the general fund.

The amendment was Accepted.
Article #11 as
Article 12.

To see

amended was Accepted.

Town Cemetery
Town will vote

to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 to
evaluate the suitability of a 1.5 acre Town parcel located on Hermit Woods
Road for use as a Town cemetery. The Board of Selectmen and the Budget
if

the

Sanbornton Annual Report
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Committee recommend

this appropriation.

#12 was Accepted as read.

Article

Article 13.

To see

if

Payments to Capital Reserve Accounts
Town will vote to raise and appropriate $25,000

the

capital reserve accounts.

recommend

The Board

of

to be placed in
Selectmen and the Budget Committee

this appropriation.

Town

Building Improvement Capital Reserve
Truck Capital Reserve
Repair and Refurbishing Capital Reserve
Rescue Vehicle Capital Reserve

$10,000
$ 5,000
$ 5,000
$ 5,000

Fire

Article #13

Article 14.

was Accepted as

read.

Operating Budget

Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,783,070
which represents the operating budget for the Town.
This Article does not
include any of the previous Warrant Articles. The Board of Selectmen and the
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
To see

if

the

Budget Committee Member, Peter Dascoulias made a motion to see if the Town
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,783,070. which represent the
operating budget of the town and will be allocated according to the Budget
Committee Recommendation as shown in the Town Report. Except that the
amount in line item 4324, Transfer Station shall be reduced to $160,005, which
is the requested amount and the amount in line item 4312, Highways and
Streets shall be increased to $356,276. Motion was seconded.

will

The following amendment was

offered: To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $1,843,070., which represents the operating budget
for the Town. With the increase of $60,000. to be put in the Highways & Streets
budget #4312. This Article does not include any of the previous Warrant
Articles.

The amendment was Accepted. (Hand Vote Yes 124
Article

No

45)

#14 as amended was Accepted.

Motion to Restrict Reconsideration on
as so voted.

all

previous Articles

was seconded
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Sale of Lot to Snowmobile Club

Article 15.

Town will vote to sell Tax Map 8, Lot 24, a Town-owned parcel on
Mountain Road for the sum of $500.00, to the Mohawk Trail Riders Snowmobile
Club, a non-profit organization, the proceeds to be deposited in the general
fund. The Board of Selectmen recommends this sale.
To see

if

the

Article #15

Sale of

Article 16.

To see

if

was Accepted as

the

Town

read.

Town Lots
will

The Board

of

recommend

sale of these

lots.

Tax Map/Lot

sell the following town
Conservation Commission

authorize the selectmen to

property.

Selectmen

and

the

Sanbornton Annual Report
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(Town Meeting Minutes continued)
Article 17.

Sale of Earth Materials

To see

Town

if

the

will

material (clay) from the

located on Hunkins

Article #17

sell excess excavated earth
Sanbornton highway department property

authorize the selectmen to

Town

of

Pond Road.

was Accepted as

read.

Steele Hill Conservation Easement
Town will vote to release the ten (10) acres of land belonging to
Steele Hill Development, Inc., located on the east side of Steele Hill Road from
the conservation easement established September 13, 1976, and to accept in
its place a conservation easement on the west side of Steele Hill Road as
depicted on Plan of SFC Engineering Partnerships, Inc., dated November 28,
2000, filed with the Planning Board.
Article 18.

To see

if

the

Article #18

was Accepted as

read.

Discontinuance of Portion of Parker Hill Road
Town will vote to discontinue as an open highway and make
subject to gates and bars that portion of Parker Hill Road beginning at its
easterly most intersection of Hunkins Pond Road and extending westerly
approximately 400 feet up the hill to a point terminating 10 feet easterly of the
easterly side of the driveway on property of Catherine Creteau. By Petition.

Article 19.

To see

if

the

Article #19

was

Defeated.

Discontinuance of Portion of Pound Road
Town will vote to discontinue as a highway a portion of Pound
Road, beginning at property of the State of New Hampshire and traveling
easterly a distance of 775 feet, and to authorize the selectmen to convey all
interest of the Town to the abutting landowner (all costs of conveyance to be

Article 20.

To see

if

the

paid by the landowner).

Article #20

was

Defeated.

Acceptance of Portion of Upper Smith Road
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to accept as a class V
Town maintained road a portion of Upper Smith Road, beginning at Bay Road
and traveling easterly a distance of 100 feet. The acceptance is subject to

Article 21.

improvements by property owners, to road standards of the town, and upon the
approval and recommendation of the road agent.
Article #21

was Accepted as

read.

20
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Article 22.

Sale of Tax

To see

Town

the

Deeded Property

vote to authorize the selectmen, indefinitely until specific
rescission of such authority, to sell tax deeded property by advertised sealed
bid or public auction or to othen/vise dispose of said property as justice may
require under the provisions of RSA 80:42 and RSA 80:80. (This is to clarify the
vote on Article 2 of 1995 Town Meeting.)
if

Article #22

will

was Accepted as

read.

Motion to reconsider Article #19 was seconded.
Reconsideration of Article #19 was Defeated.

Other Business
To transact such other business as may

Article 23.

No

other business

was brought

approved at 11:09 PM.
Respectfully submitted,

/yOane

Goss
Town Clerk

Certified

legally

come

before the

Town

Meeting.

before the meeting and a motion to adjourn

was
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
2001

$430,250.00
3,998.00

Motor Vehicles

Dogs

1,137.00

Marriage

600.00

Vitals

Maps & Ordinances

3,298.69
1,420.00
1,269.04
8.00
8,650.50
120.24
49.50

Titles

UCC

Fees
Fees
Municipal Agent fees
Filing

Filing

Boats

Overpayments
Remitted to Treasurer

Reminders:
Pet owners please license your dog by
will

$450,800.97

April 30**^ to avoid penalties. Delinquent Notices

be mailed mid June.

Boat owners please check with the

Town

Clerk's office before registering, to see

if

there

are any fees due to the town.

Highlights:

On November

1 1
2001 a Candlelight Vigil was held at the Sanbornton Town Hall, in
honor of our Veteran's, Police, and Fire Departments. believe all of us have a renewed
respect and appreciation for the people who provide these services to our community.
sincerely want to thank everyone who participated and volunteered their time to make this
event a huge success, also much appreciation to the Sanbornton Police Relief
Association for providing all the refreshments. We hope to make this an annual event,
suggestions for the year 2002 are welcomed.
,

,

I

I

the year 2002, hopefully the Town Clerk's Office will be on line with the State of New
Hampshire Motor Vehicle Department. The State will only allow a few towns a year to be
added to the system, but we are on the waiting list This will enable us to provide more
services for our residents, such as vanity and moose plates, overweight vehicles, late
renewals and someday boat registrations.
In

.

Revenues were up

slightly

in

2002.

HAVE A GREAT NEW YEAR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
f

;ane

t)UDrninea,

Goss
Town Clerk-Tax

"Certified

Collector

22
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2001

(Tax Collector continued)

Uncollected Taxes End of Year
Property Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer User fees
Excavation and Excavation Activity
Adjust Prepayments made in 2000

498,869.04
1 ,590.00
2,456.04
1,172.00
173.28

2,751.89

-2.52

$4,444,278.84

$1,840,980.59

Total Credits

LEVIES OF
2000

1999

Prior

54,960.23

23,771

Unredeemed Taxes
Balance Beginning
Fiscal Year

.71

Of

Liens Executed
During Fiscal Yr.
Interest

& Costs

129,858.63

Collected

1,954.51

6.290.48

9,130.56

$131,813.14

$61,250.71

$32,902.27

51,011.75

32,946.05

23,161.06

,954.51

6,290.48

9,130.56

612.06

570.44

610.65

78,177.82

21 ,443.74

0.00

$131,813.14

$61,250.71

$32,902.27

(After Lien Execution)

Total Debits

Remitted to Treasurer:
Redemption's
Interest

& Costs

Collected

(After Lien Execution)

Abatements of Unredeemed
Taxes
Liens Deeded to Municipality
Unredeemed Liens Balance
of Year
Total Credits
Respectfully submitted,

'

Jane Goss,

Certified

Tax Collector

1

57.00
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GENERAL FUND ACCOUNT
Cash on hand January

1,

2001

2001
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(Treasurer continued)

CONSERVATION / Land Use Change Tax Fund
(Authorized by vote of 1999

Town Meeting

Beginning balance January
Deposits to account:
Annual deposit
Interest earnings

in

accordance with

RSA 79-A:25

II)

$5,132

2001

1,

5,000
+ 294
+ 5.294

No Expenditures
Ending Balance December

31, 2001

$ 10,426

POLICE/DRUG FORFEITURE MONIES
(Opened

in

1990

in

accordance with

Beginning balance January

No

RSA

318-B:17-c)

2001

1,

$

20

$

20

activity

Ending Balance December

31, 2001

RECREATION COMMISSION - NON-LAPSING FUND
(Authorized by vote at the 1995

Beginning balance January
Deposits to account:
Receipts
Interest earnings

Town
1,

Meeting,

in

accordance with

RSA 35-B:2,1 1)
$10,612

2001

$46,000
+ 1051

+47,051
57,663
Expenditures:

Payments from account
Reimburse General Fund

for

2001 appropriation

4,905
+35,182
-40.087

Ending Balance December

31, 2001

$ 17,576

ESCROW ACCOUNT - LANDFILL CLOSURE
(Opened based on contract agreements)

Account opened - December 2001
Income to account: interest earnings

No

$25,637
8
25,645

+

expenditures

Ending Balance December

31, 2001

$25,645
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(Treasurer continued)

TOWN HALL RESTORATION FUND
Account opened with a donation, October 2001
Income to account:

$5,000
2,841
+
25

Fundraising
Interest earnings

+2,866
7,866

Payments from account
Ending Balance December

-4.079
31, 2001

Respectfully submitted.

Susan

S.

Shannon, Treasurer

February 11, 2002

$3,787
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

Plodzik

& Sanderson

Professional Association/Accountants
193 North Main Street

«

Concord

«

New Hampshire

»

03301-5063

&
•

Auditors

603-225-6996

•

FAX-224-1380

INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT
To

the

Town

Members

Sanbornton,

We

of the Board of Selectmen

of Sanbornton

New

Hampshire

have audited the accompanying general purpose fmancial statements of the

and for the year ended December 31, 2001 as

listed in the table

Town

of contents.

Our

fmancial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management.

of Sanbornton as of

These general purpose

responsibility

is

to express

an

opinion on these general purpose fmancial statements based on our audit.

We

conducted our audit

in

accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of

America. Those standards require

that

we

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about

whether the fmancial statements are free of material misstatement.
basis, evidence supporting the

amounts and disclosures

An

assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates

evaluating the overall fmancial statement presentation.

We

audit includes examining,

fmancial statements.

in the

An

on

a test

audit also includes

made by management,

as well as

believe that our audit provides a reasonable

basis for our opinion.

The general purpose fmancial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets account
group which should be included in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the
Town of Sanbornton has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should
be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect

on

the financial statements of the omission described in the preceding

paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present
respects, the financial position of the

operations and the cdsh flows of

its

Town

fairly,

in all material

of Sanbornton as of December 31, 2001, and the results of

nonexpendable

trust funds for the

its

year then ended in conformity with

accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Our
the

audit

Town

was made

for the purpose of forming an opinion

on

the general

purpose fmancial statements of

of Sanbornton taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund fmancial statements

as schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis

part of the general purpose fmancial statements of the

Town

of Sanbornton.

listed

and are not a required

Such information has been

subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and,
in

our opinion,

is

fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general

purpose financial

statements taken as a whole.

January 25, 2002

pK^|jltot^ (WeC^^ai-e^
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SCHEDULE A-l

TOWN OF SANBORNTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001

REVENUES
Taxes
Property

Land Use Change
Yield

Excavation

Payment
Interest

in

Lieu of Taxes

and Penalties on Taxes

Total Taxes

Sanbornton Annual Report for 2001
(Independent Auditor continued)

EXHIBIT A

TOWN OF SANBORNTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
All

Combined Balance Sheet
Fund Types and Account Group
December 31. 2001
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SCHEDULE A-2

TOWN OF SANBORNTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001

Encumbered

Current
General Government
Executive
Election, Registration, and Vital Statistics

Financial Administration

Revaluation of Property

Legal
Personnel Administration

Planning and Zoning

General Government Buildings

Cemeteries
Insurance, not otherwise allocated

Other
Total General

Government

Public Safety
Police Department
Fire

Department

Emergency Management
Other
Total Public Safety

Hi ghways and Streets

Highways and

Streets

Bridges
Street Lighting

Total

Highways and

Streets

Sanitation
Solid

Waste Disposal

Waste Cleanup
Sewage Collection and Disposal
Solid

Total Sanitation

Health

Administration

Animal Control
Health Agencies and Hospitals
Total Health

40.305

3g.l28
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SCHEDULE A-2

(Continued)

TOWN OF SANBORNTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Appropriations, Expenditures

and Encumbrances

For the Fiscal Year Ended December

31,

2001

31
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SCHEDULE A-3

TOWN OE SANBORNTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement of Changes in Unreserved

-

Undesignated Fund Balance

For the Fiscal Year Ended December

Unreserved

-

31,

2001

Undesignated

Fund Balance

-

(As Restated

January
-

1

See Note 5D)

S 40,566

Addition

2001 Budget Summary

Revenue Shonfall (Schedule A-1)
Unexpended Balance of

$ (5,059)

Appropriations (Schedule A-2)

32.817
27.758

2001 Budget Surplus

Unreserved

-

Undesignated

Fund Balance

-

December

S 68.324

31

See Independent Auditor's Report, page

1.

1
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EXHIBIT B

TOWN OF SANBORNTON. NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001

Revenues
Taxes
Licenses and Permits

Intergovernmental

Charges for Services
Miscellaneous

Other Financing Sources
Proceeds of General Obligation Debt
Operating Transfers In
Total Revenues and

Other Financing Sources
Expenditures

Current
General Government
Public Safety

Highways and

Streets

Sanitation

Health

Welfare
Culture and Recreation

Conservation

Debt Service
Capital Outlay

Other Financing Uses
Operating Transfers Out
Total Expenditures and

Other Financing Uses

•

Excess (Deficiency') of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and Other Financing Uses

Fund Balances
(As Restated

-

Fund Balances

January

1

See Note 5D')

-

December

3
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EXHIBIT C

TOWN OF SANBORNTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis)
General and Special Revenue Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2001

Revenues
Taxes
Licenses and Permits

Intergovernmental

Charges for Services
Miscellaneous

Other Financing Sources
Operating Transfers In

Sanbomton Annual Report for 2001
(Independent Auditor continued)

Annually Budgeted
Special

Revenue Funds
Variance
Favorable

Budget

62,598

Actual

(Unfavorable")
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SUMMARY OF VALUATION
Value of Land Only
Current Use

(at current

1 ,592,640
74,461,928
3.837.744
$ 79,892,312

use values)

$

Residential
Conrimercial/lndustrial

Total of Taxable

Land

Value of Buildings Only
$95,078,910

Residential

Manufactured Housing

1,662,800
10.284.462
$ 107,026,172

Commercial/Industrial
Total of Taxable Buildings

Public Utilities
Total of Taxable Public Utilities

$ 2,842,000

VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS

$189,760,484

Exem ptions
Solar Power

$ 160,000
65.046

Total of Exemptions

$ 225,046

Elderly

Net Evaluation On Which the Tax Rate for Municipal,
$189,535,438
County & Local Education Tax is Computed
2.842.000
Less Public Utilities

SANBORNTON'S NET VALUATION

$186,693,438

;;;
FIVE
1997

Town

5 55

YEAR TAX RATE COMPARISON
1998

1999

2000

2001
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TAX RATE COMPUTATION FOR 2001
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TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS REPORT

Summary of Invested Funds
•0

e
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CTrustees of Trust Funds continued)

CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS

Capital Reserve

Funds

39
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OF TOWN PROPERTY

Z002 WarrcLWt
Town/ofSanbot-ntcyni
The

polls

will

be open from 7:00 a.m.

Mew Hof^mp^hCre

to 7:00 p.m.

To the Inhabitants of the Town of Sanbornton
State, qualified to vote in

Town

in

the County of Belknap

in

said

Affairs:

You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Sanbornton on
Tuesday, the Twelfth day of March, in the year Two Thousand Two, to act on
the following subjects:

To choose

all

necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year

To choose

all

necessary

District Officers for the

Winnisquam

Regional School District.

To vote on the

following Questions:

Question No. 1
we adopt the provisions of RSA 40:13 (known as SB 2) to allow official
ballot voting on all issues before the (local political subdivision) on the second
Tuesday of (month)?"
Presented by Petition.
"Shall

Question No. 2

To see if the town will vote
members.
Presented by

to increase the

Board of Selectmen from three to

five

Petition.

To vote on the following Amendments:

Amendment
Are you

in

No.

1

Planning Board for the

Amend

Amendment No. 1 as proposed by
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:

favor of the adoption of

the

Article 3 (Definitions) and add in alphabetical order the definition for
"Farm, Agriculture, and Farming" according to RSA 21:34-a. Farms are
currently a permitted use in the zoning ordinance, but the term is not defined.

Amendment No. 2
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Article 4 (General Provisions) and add Paragraph V (The Right to
Farm). The right to farm is a traditional right of fundamental importance to the
Town of Sanbornton, to those who are now farming in the Town and to those
who may want to farm in the future. In order to safeguard and protect these
basic interests, the right to farm, comprising all generally accepted agricultural
practices. Is expressly recognized and allowed as a permitted use, excepting

Amend

any practices not conducted

in

accordance with state rules and regulations.

Amendment

No. 3
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Article 4 (General Provisions) Paragraph T (Open Space Zoning)
Section (E)(5) to read that further subdivision of the open space land or use for
other than conservation, forestry, agriculture, and/or outdoor recreation shall be
prohibited. Structures and buildings accessory to conservation, forestry,

Amend

agriculture, and/or outdoor recreation

may be erected on

the open space land,

subject to review by the Planning Board and final issuance of a building permit

by the Board of Selectmen.

Amendment

No. 4
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:

Amend

Article 3 (Definitions) and add in alphabetical order the definition of
"Impact Fee". An impact fee is a fee or assessment imposed upon a
development, including subdivision, building construction or other land use
change, in order to help meet the needs occasioned by the development for the
construction or improvement of capital facilities owned or operated by the town

Amendment
Are you

in

No. 5

Planning Board for the

Amend

Amendment No. 5 as proposed by
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:

favor of the adoption of

the

4 (General Provisions) and add Paragraph (W) "Impact Fees".
is authorized, as a condition of subdivision or site plan
approval, to require a developer to pay fees and exactions for off-site
improvements to existing or future public facilities affected or required by the
proposed development. Amount of impact fee, accounting, assessment and
payment, refunds, and appeals are part of this ordinance.
Article

The Planning Board

Amendment
Are you

in

No. 6

Amendment No. 6 as proposed by
Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:

favor of the adoption of

Planning Board for the

the

Amend

Article 4 (General Provisions) Paragraph (G) "Radio Towers and
Antennae" and delete sections (1) through (10) and adopt Paragraph (g)
"Personal Wireless Services Facilities". This amendment replaces the existing
"telecommunications" ordinance to include revisions based on State of NH law
change. This amendment requires a conditional use permit issued by the
Planning Board. The amendment provides siting standards, design standards

and meets

state

and

federal requirements.

You are hereby notified
Sanbomton on Wednesday,
clock

in

Article

to

meet

at the

the Thirteenth

Sanbomtor) Central School in said
at seven of the

day of March next

the evening (7:00 p.m.) to act upon the following subjects:

1.

Establishment of Citizens Board to Oversee Appointments by Selectmen
To see if the voters will vote to have a 3-member Board to be voted by the
citizens to serve to oversee all appointments by the Selectmen, and that only if
the Citizens Board approves of the nominee can that person be appointed to
any committee, commission or board in the Town of Sanbornton.
Presented
by

Petition.

Article

2.

Relocation of Bulletin Board at Town Offices
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to relocate the public
notice bulletin board from the side of the town office building, which is currently
facing the pond, to the front of the town building.
Presented by Petition.
Article

3.

Specifying Bid Process for Hiring Auditing Firm
Given that it is sound financial practice to change auditors after a period of five
years and the same firm has audited our books for the last 15 years, the
Sanbornton financial records shall be audited by an independent auditing firm.
This firm shafi be hired by putting an ad for bid for the job in at least three
newspapers of local and statewide circulation.
Presented by Petition.
Article

4.

Appointment of Road Agent
To see if the town will vote to make the office of Road Agent an appointed
rather than elected position. Such appointment shall follow a publicly
advertised opening for the position.

Presented by

Petition.

Article

5.

Acceptance of a Portion of Ridge Road as a Class V Road
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to accept as Class V

Town maintained

road, a section of Ridge Road, beginning at the intersection

and traveling easterly a distance of 325 feet. The
acceptance is subject to improvements by property owners to the standards of
the town, and upon the approval and recommendation of the road agent.

with Old Hale Road,

Article

6.

Acceptance of a Portion of Davis Road as a Class V Road
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to accept as Class V
Town maintained road, a section of Davis Road, beginning at the point where
the current Class V portion of Davis Road ends and traveling easterly a distance
of 225 feet. The acceptance is subject to improvements by property owners to
the standards of the town, and upon the approval and recommendation of the
road agent.
Article

7.

NH Routes 127 and 132 on

the Ten Year Plan for Reconstruction
vote to petition the State of New Hampshire Department
of Transportation place New Hampshire Routes 127 and 132 located within the

To see

if

the

Town

jurisdiction of the

will

Town

of Sanbornton

on the ten

(10) year plan for

reconstruction.

Article

8.

Land Use Change Tax Funds to Conservation Fund
To see if the Town will vote to deposit five thousand dollars ($5,000)
whichever

is

greater, of the annual

revenues collected pursuant to

or

RSA

50%,
79-A

Land Use Change Tax provision of the Current Use Assessment Statute) in
in accordance with RSA 36-A:5 III (conservation
commission statute) as authorized by RSA 79-A:25 for the purpose of
protecting open space by evaluating, acquiring and/or managing conservation
land, conservation easements or trail easements. (This is to modify action
taken on Article 17 of the 1999 Town Meeting.) Recommended by the
Conservation Commission and the Board of Selectmen.
(the

the Town's Conservation Fund

II

Article

Fire

9.

Department Chief

To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate to fund a Fire Chief
for the Town. The Board of Selectmen recommends thirteen thousand dollars (
$13,000) to fund a full time Chief commencing in October, 2002. The Budget
Committee recommends three thousand dollars ($3,000) to fund a full time
Chief at reduced hours commencing in October, 2002.

Article

10.

Highway Block Grant
To see if the Town will vote

to raise and appropriate the sunn of ninety-three
thousand eight hundred and three dollars ($93,803) to be received from the
Highway Block Grant to be used for improvenfients to town roads.
Improvements include Lower Bay Road and Gray Road, with fifteen thousand
dollars ($15,000) designated for the replacement of culverts on Hueber Drive
and Dr. True Road.
The Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee

recommend
Article

this appropriation.

11.

Highway Sander
To see if the Town

will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of four thousand
nine hundred seventy dollars ( $4,970) for the purchase of a sander for the

Highway Department, and to authorize the withdrawal of said sum from the
Heavy Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. The Board of Selectmen and the
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Article

12.

Police Cruiser
To see if the Town

will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-five
thousand eight hundred dollars ($25,800) for the purchase of a police cruiser
the Police Department. The Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee

recommend
Article

Steele
To see

for

this appropriation.

13.
Hill

Road Improvements
Town will vote to raise and

appropriate the sum of one hundred
thousand dollars ($150,000) as the Town's portion of Phase Three of
improvements to Steele Hill Road under the State Aid Highway Program. Said
Town appropriation will be offset by donation of fifty thousand dollars ( $50,000)
from Steele Hill Resort, a credit of twenty-four thousand dollars ($24,000) to be
received from the New Hampshire Department of Transportation for the use of
earth materials provided by the Town, and the withdrawal of twenty-six
thousand dollars ( $26,000) from the Town's State Aid Reconstruction
Account. The remainder, fifty thousand dollars ($50,000), is to be raised by
taxation. The Board of Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this
if

the

fifty

appropriation-.

Article

14.

Capital Reserve for Town Hall Restoration
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
Provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of Town Hall Restoration, and to raise
and appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be placed
in this

Fund, and to designate the Selectmen as agents to expend.

of Selectmen

and the Budget Committee recommend

The Board

this appropriation.

Article

15.

Payments

Reserve Accounts
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty thousand
dollars ($30,000) for payments to Capital Reserve Accounts; The Board of
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.

To see

if

to Capital

the

Town

Town

will

Improvement Capital Reserve
Reserve
Repair and Refurbishing Capital Reserve
Rescue Vehicle Capital Reserve

$15,000
$ 5,000
$ 5,000
$ 5,000

Building

Fire Truck Capital

Article

16.

Operating Budget
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one million nine
hundred seventy-three thousand one hundred and seventy-three dollars
($1 ,973, 1 73). Said sum does not include special or individual Articles
previously addressed. Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Not
recommended by the Budget Committee.
Article

17.

Other Business
To transact such other business

that

may

legally

come

before the

Town

Meeting.

Given under our hand and seal this twentieth day of February, Two Thousand

and Two.

T\y^^ WU^\}3r

Tom

Salatiello,

Chairman
Selectmen ofSanbomton

Ralph
iaiph Carter
Cartel

A
\S\v\

Tom

true

copy of Warrant

-

Attest:

hJ^^A-

Salatiello,^hairman

Selectmen of Sanbomton
Kevin

Roy

Ralph Carter

MS-7

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
P.O.

REVISED 2000

MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
BOX 487, CONCORD, NH 03302-0487
(603)271-3397
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN/CITY
OF:
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BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24
Appropriations ana Estimates of Revenue lor the Ensuing Year January

or Fiscal Year

From

1,

^l~UO / to Decemter 31, c^~CiU

I

to^

IMPORTANT:
Please read

1.

Use

tnis

lorm

RSA 32:5

to list the entire budget in the appropriate

This means the operating budget and
2.

Hold

at least

applicaole to

all

one public hearing on

special

all

municipalities.

recommended and not recommended
articles must be posted.

area.

and individual warrant

this budget.

When

completed, a copy or the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
lile with the town clerh, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the above address.
3.

placed on

We

Certify This

Form Was Posted on

(Date):

BUDGET COMMi:
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(Town Property continued)

Tax Map #
3.184

Acreage

Description

Assessed Value
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BUILDING PERMIT

for

2001

SUMMARY

total nunnber of building permits approved was 129. There were 36
new homes (1 renewal) and 6 for mobile homes. The following table
represents the number of building permits filed for 2001 and the type.
In

2000, the

filed for

PROJECT TYPE

I
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT
During the past year, a professional forester was hired to administer timber
Timber harvesting on the
harvests on seven of our town owned parcels.
following town lots were either completed or will be completed in 2002; Tower

Road (lot 1.012); Hopkinson Hill (lot 16.003);
Knox Mountain Road (lot 6.002); Hopkinson Hill
(lot 16.004); and Eastman Hill Road (lot 4.032 and 9.061). The total timber sale
revenue collected as of December 31, 2001 is $32,587.08. the Conservation
Commission appreciates the cooperation of landowners that allowed the town
access to improve our woodlots and remove damaged timber.
Hill

Road

New

(lot

15.101); Mountain

Boston Road

(lot

25.018);

to the Department of Environmental Services
compliance of wetland statutes involving wetland complaints, tree removal,
standard dredge and fill applications and minimum impact applications, where
appropriate the properties were inspected.

The Commission reported back
for

summer the Conservation Commission participated in a joint meeting with
SALT (Sanbornton Agriculture and Land Trust) at the Calef Hill Farm. The
purpose of the meeting was to meet other Conservation Commission members
from the surrounding towns and discuss possible projects that may cross town
boundaries. Maps of land cover types, large blocks of unfragmented land and
possible greenway connections were reviewed. These maps were also shared
This

with the planning board as a basis for land protection planning.

A

challenge for the Commission in the next year will be to participate in the
upcoming master plan revision to identify ecologically important areas and work
to conserve open space.
Conservation lands and open space in our town's
landscape enhance our quality of life and are part of our community's character.
Often these open spaces are what we like most about our community. Local
A
communities and private landowners are vital players in conservation.
community natural resource inventory is the first step in conserving land.

Our challenge is to conserve the resources we have in the face of expanding
numbers of residents and visitors to our town. By acting now to incorporate

we can make a difference.
a conservation fund with sufficient

natural resources into every level of decision-making,

A

goal of the commission

money

is

to establish

to purchase easements or be a partner with another land protection
conserve land. Time is often of the essence when land becomes
available. Citizens of Sanbornton have expressed interest in conserving open
space through the community profile in 2001 and the community mail survey in
1999. The Conservation Commission will be asking for financial support to be
productive in achieving the goal of conserving lands in Sanbornton.
The
challenge will be to plan wisely for sensible growth and conservation.

agency

in

it

to

Respectfully submitted,

Karen Bordeau
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ENHANCED

911

for

2001

REPORT

of Sanbornton saw a small decline of single family housing being
2001.
Twenty-three new residential homes were built compared to
thirty-three the past two years. More than one hundred property changes were
recorded for the third straight year.

The Town
built

in

we ask that you post your address so that it may be seen year round by
emergency responders. Seconds saved in an emergency may save your life or
that of a loved one. If you have a question as to the proper posting procedures,
please feel free to call me at 286-7720 and will be happy to come out to your
home to show you how or answer any questions.
Again,

I

Stan Barnes
E-911 Coordinator

Sanbornton Annual Report

FIRE

The Sanbornton

for

2001

DEPARTMENT REPORT

Department responded to a

Fire

45

total

of

243

calls

for

assistance during 2001. Of these, 104 were fire related and 139 were for EMS
services.
For the past few years we have been able to provide ambulance
service by our own department. Prior to purchasing an ambulance, the Town
relied on private ambulance service for transport to area hospitals.

The

This year, a number of
Lieutenant Scott Taylor is currently

current roster includes 19 dedicated volunteers.

members have

furthered their education.

enrolled in an EMT-Paramedic course that will be completed this spring.
Captain Craig Simpson received a diploma for Firefighter Level II.
Linda
Surowiec and Ben Burlingame are now certified at the level of EMTIntermediate.
Guy Guinta III received his Firefighter lA certification. Paul
Moore and Ben Downes are performing at the EMT-Basic level. Gary Schaffer
has finished Firefighter and is enrolled currently in a Firefighter
course. All
of the above classes require at least 120 hours per student.
II

I

The department as a whole devoted over 2200 hours towards

training in 2001.
This does not include the many hours spent by the Fire Chief or Deputy on
administrative duties. In addition to all the fire and emergency medical service
training the department received, they also participated in specialized training
for radiological monitoring,

and hazardous materials.

The Annual Fire Prevention Program, conducted by Captain Craig Simpson,
was very well received by school children and their teachers. Chief Jon
Sanborn, Captain Simpson, Paul Moore, Gary Schaffer, and Linda Surowiec
town including Sanbornton Central, Montessori House of
Children, Sant Bani School and Nursery Rhymes. The Department often hears
how much our volunteer services and commitment are appreciated by the
community.

visited four schools in

Town as a fireman, twelve as Deputy Chief, and
have made a decision. As of September, 2002,
step down as the Chief of the Sanbornton Fire Department.

After thirty years serving the
five
will

as Chief,

my

wife and

I

I

This year we, as a Department, are requesting the town hire a full-time Fire
Chief. The increasing demand in all aspects of emergency services, along with
growth of the town, in both residential and commercial sectors, leaves a heavy

burden on the Chief for managing public safety. During the past few months we
have all realized the potential for situations to arise rapidly. A full-time Fire
Chief will be more readily available to serve the growing needs of the town of
Sanbornton. As our population expands, and technology develops, the town will
need a professional who can devote full-time energy to fire and life-safety
issues.
would like to thank all of the town departments for their help and
cooperation during 2001.
I

Respectfully submitted.

Jon Sanborn, Chief

Budget: 2001 appropriation
2001 expended

$56,250
$55,192
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for

2001

FOREST FIRE WARDEN & STATE FOREST RANGER'S REPORT
Your local Forest
Hampshire Division

Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New
and Lands cooperate and coordinate to reduce

Fire

of Forests

New

Hampshire. To help us assist you, contact your
if a permit is required
before doing ALL outside burning. Fire permits are mandatory for any open
burning unless the ground where the burning is to be done (and surrounding
areas) is completely covered with snow. Violations of RSA 227-L:17, the fire
permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are
misdemeanors punishable by fines up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators
are also liable for all fire suppression costs. Open burning is a privilege, NOT a
right.
Help us to protect you and our forest resource! Build small brush piles
that can be quickly burned and extinguished.

the risk of wildland fires
local Forest Fire

in

Warden

or Fire Department to find out

New Hampshire experienced over 940 wildland fires in 2001. Most of the fires
were human caused. Due to dry conditions fires spread quickly impacting more
than 20 structures. Homeowners can help protect their homes by maintaining
adequate green space around the house and make sure that the house number
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRES!!
is correct and visible.
Contact your local Fire Department or the New Hampshire Division of Forests
and Lands website at www.nhdfl.com or call 271-2217 for wildland fire safety
information.

(All ffres

TOTALS BY COUNTY

2001 FIRE STATISTICS
November 26, 2001)

reported through

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT
The winter

of

Departnnent.

2000-2001 was a very busy time

We received a

lot

nnore

for the

snow than we have

Sanbornton Highway

in

nnany years.

The Highway Block Grant projects were: repaving Hunkins Pond Road
Meeting House Hill to the Swain Farnn, and finishing repaving March Road.
During the

summer we

continued replacing failed culverts and ditching on

fronn

many

roads.

Please have patience while

we work

limited crew.

Respectfully submitted,

Bradley O. Laughy, Road Agent

hard maintaining the town roads with our

48
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HIGHWAY SAFETY-TFRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT
The Highway Safety/TAC Comnnittee was very active and dealt with many
issues concerning public safety on our local and state roads. The connnnittee
has continued to monitor the Steele Hill Road construction project and are very
pleased with it's progress so
completion in 2002.

far,

we

will

continue to monitor this project

until it's

The Highway Safety Committee has begun negotiations with land owners to
remove some trees at the intersection of Eastman Hill and Hermit Woods Road.
This

will

help

visibility

greatly

The committee has also
Philbrook Road and many

and should make

this intersection

much

concerning Parker Hill
others.
We are currently preparing a list
selectmen of some additional roads to be considered for 25 MPH speed
These roads are mainly dirt roads that the existing 35 MPH limit is too
promote safe operation.
dealt

with

issues

safer.

Road,
for the

zones.
high to

would like to remind you that the Highway Safety Committee meets on the
Thursday of each month and we are always looking for ideas to help keep
our roads safe.
would also invite anyone who has highway safety concerns to
contact the Police Chief at 286-4323 so that your concerns can be brought to
I

fourth

I

the attention of the committee.

Respectfully submitted,

Wayne

Elliott

Chairman
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HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION REPORT
The

Historic District

and

natural

culturally,

Commission continues

to "recognize

structural features within the Historic District

and maintain those

which are

historically,

or architecturally significant and which characterize the town of

Sanbornton."
Historic District Commission reviewed and approved the
one shed, one garage/barn, and repairs to both the Sanbornton
Congregational Church and the Town Hall. We are particularly pleased with the
ongoing work of the Town Hall Restoration Committee and look forward to
During the past year, we have also
continued work with this organization.
continued to update the photo survey and to purchase historic renovation and
In

the

2001,

construction of

reference materials that are available for public use at the library.

We would

remind residents that changes to the exterior of buildings
need to be reviewed and approved by the Historic
District Commission. If you are planning projects that would alter the exterior of
your home, please contact Karen Bartlett (286-7833) to arrange a meeting with
the Commission.
Updated guidelines are also available through the
Selectmen's Office.
also

like to

within the Historic District

I

would

like to

thank the members of the Historic

District

Commission

for

dedicating their time and efforts to preserving the character of the Historic
District.

persons at

The Commission welcomes the
its

meetings.

Respectfully submitted,

Karen

Bartlett,

Chairperson

input

and

inquiries

of

interested
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OFFICE OF EMERGENCY

for

2001

MANAGEMENT

2001 started out as a very quiet year with no large-scale ennergencies to
contend with. On September 1 1*^ things changed. With the events of that day,
the State Office of Emergency Management in Concord was put on high alert
for the possibility of a terrorist act that may occur in New Hampshire. With that
action, all emergency management directors throughout the state were notified
to be certain that their Emergency Operation Plans were up to date and made
available, if needed, in the event of a terrorist act. Towns that have a location
which may be of considerable risk, such as Seabrook, were asked to provide
This was made available through the NH State Police.
Sanbornton, not being a high-risk location did remain at the ready with the
police taking an interest in areas of lakes and streams that could be
contaminated which in turn would affect wells.
additional security.

October, another aspect of terrorism appeared

in the presence of
Sanbornton that required the
response of the police and/or fire department, all of which turned out to be good
intent calls. One sample was sent to the State Police Lab for testing and found
to be negative. As a result of the anthrax situation, the State of New Hampshire
has provided all police and fire departments with a detailed policy and
procedure for the response to a terrorist anthrax problem.

Early

in

ANTHRAX.

There were several incidents

in

a convention in Charleston, S.C. of emergency management
around North America on September 13-16 but because of the
September 11*^ terrorist acts, the convention was canceled until March of 2002.
do plan on attending.
hope to bring back many ideas that will provide the
citizens of Sanbornton assurance that they are living in a town with the highest
level of emergency response to any need.
I

was

to

go

to

directors from

I

I

As of this writing, plans are being made to have a tabletop exercise for an
emergency at the Sanbornton Central School. This exercise for providing
emergency training for responders and school staff for the protection of our
children

We
the

is

a major

priority to this office

and

all

town departments.

are somewhat closer to my goal of retrofitting the Life Safety Building and
Town Office for emergency power. As soon as the contractor has the time

this spring, the job will

Thank you

for

be completed.

your support.

Stan Barnes

Emergency Management

Director
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OLD GRAVEYARDS AND CEMETERIES COMMITTEE REPORT
The Cemetery/Graveyard Comnnittee continued
following mennbers:

its

efforts

in

2001 with the

Peter Hibberd, Chairnnan, Millie Shaw, Robert Bodwell and

Sally Hibberd.

The Committee continued in its quest to:
Find more graveyard locations that previously had been unaccounted
1.

for.

Clear those graveyards to enable normal maintenance to begin.
Record in the Master Graveyard Book, the details of the location and grave

2.
3.

information.
4.

Issue an update to the Master Graveyard Book.

la.

A total

2a.

of eleven graveyards were found during the year.
Of these, ten were cleared of a large amount of trees and fallen branches
and handed over to the Trustee of the Graveyards to begin normal

3a.

Additional information has been

maintenance.
extent of 196
4a.

added

to the Master Graveyard

Book

to the

more names.

version of the Master Graveyard Book was issued in
September, and copies are held at the Town Office vault; the Town Office

An updated

entrance foyer; the Library and the Historical Society.

It

should be noted that of the 129 graveyard locations that

•
•
•

•

A total
A total

of 12 graveyards are
of 6 graveyards are

in

in

TILTON,

(old

FRANKLIN,

we

are seeking:

Sanbornton boundaries).

(old Sanbornton).

2 were moved from the floodplain area to Hill & Franklin.
The remainder are within the current boundaries of Sanbornton.

We are

be a number of these
One major
success was the discovery of the location of the CRAM CORNERS graveyard in
early 2000, which was plowed under over thirty years ago. After about eighty
hours of digging and probing some headstones were uncovered, and the area of
the graveyard and the positioning of many graves have been established.

that

will

quickly finding those that exist,

however there

not be found as they were plowed under

will

many

years ago.

thank the committee members for their dedication and efforts in finding
graveyards, and helping to gather additional information to place on record.
Additional thanks to Okie Howe for taking us to find the George Cemetery and
I

for offering to take us to find the

Respectfully submitted,

Peter

F.

Hibberd

McClary Place Graveyard

this year.
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PLANNING BOARD REPORT
all four proposed zoning amendments.
The
zoning amendment allows a new permitted use in all districts.
This
permitted use is for a Recreational Campground, which is for temporary and

In

March 2001, the town passed

first

recreational

occupancy

utilizing

only tents and recreational vehicles (RV's).

new ordinance does not allow the establishment of manufactured housing
The other three ordinances were housekeeping issues concerning
parks.
private family cemeteries and home occupation.

This

This year (March 2002) the proposed zoning addresses new law changes
concerning the Right-to-Farm and Personal Wireless Services Facilities
(PWSF). Adoption of the Right-to-Farm protects the rights of existing farms

and future farms and allows their operation as a permitted use in all districts.
The
The proposed zoning also provides a definition of agricultural use.
proposed revisions to the "Telecommunications Zoning or PWSF" includes,
recent changes concerning notification, design standards, location siting, and
criteria

concerning reasonable opportunity.

This year proposed zoning also address a recent court case concerning the
Currently, the Planning Board cannot
impose fees upon an applicant for any development, which would create the
need for off-site improvements, such as road upgrades. Passage of Impact Fee
Zoning will enable the Planning Board to consider on a case by case basis the

requirement to adopt Impact Fees.

imposition of fees.

Only one proposed zoning amendment is housekeeping. The request is to
include outdoor recreation as a permitted use within the protected open space
land created under the Open Space Zoning.
Copies of the
Please take the time to review these important changes.
proposed zoning are available at the Town Office. As always take the time to
vote on these zoning amendments at the March 2002 election.
During 2002, the Planning Board and sub-committee groups will assimilate the
Community Profile and from the 1998 Community
Survey for the Master Plan Update. The Master Plan is the key tool used by the
community in planning Sanbornton's future land use. Key goals arose from the
information from the 2001

Profile and Survey concerning preserving rural character, promoting agricultural
use and home occupation, and protecting open space. Several objectives from
the Profile and Survey have already been completed including zoning changes
for Home Occupation, Outdoor Recreation, Senior Housing, and elimination of
the Highway Commercial District.
Other objectives have been successfully
initiated such as Sanbornton's Farmers Market (held late June through October
every Friday from 3 to 6 at the Lane Tavern) and the Town Hall Restoration
Committee (Contact Andy Sanborn, Chairman).
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The
and

following

is

a

listing of

site plans.

NAME/LOCATION

the 2001 subdivisions, boundary line adjustments
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
This past year was a very busy and challenging one for the Sanbornton Police
The recent developnnent in our town and the surrounding
Department.
comnnunities has made this our busiest year ever with 465 arrest and over 3900
calls for service.

The Police Department has continued to work on new ways to keep our
can
community safe and to provide strong services to our residents and
assure you that we will continue to do so in the future. We have had a great
response to our morning call program and would encourage any one who lives
I

I

We

have also started to run gun safety courses
alone to take advantage of it.
and will be having another one in the spring. The department continues to work
with the local schools through our DARE and Child Find programs and are
working on other ideas to keep our officers active with our younger population.
would like to thank the Sanbornton Police Relief Association as they have
worked very hard this past year. The association was very active in the Santa
would also like to
Fund as well as contributing to many other local causes.
thank our dedicated officers for the effort they put forth every day to ensure that
Sanbornton remains a wonderful and safe community for all.
I

I

say thank you for the overwhelming support our
This was a very difficult year for law enforcement on a
national level and there are many challenges ahead. The support that you show
us is truly what makes it all worth the effort.
In

closing

residents

Visit

I

would

show

like to

us.

us at www.sanborntonpolice.org

Respectfully yours,

Richard W. Robinson
Chief of Police

FINANCIAL REPORT 2001
2001 Appropriation
2001 Expenditures
2002 Request

$269,076
273,123
284,366

POLICE DETAILS 2001
2001 Appropriated
2001 Expenditures
2001 Detail Revenues
2002 Request

$28,500
27,004
33,174
28,875
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PUBLIC WELFARE DEPARTMENT REPORT
In 2001, the Public Welfare Department has assisted twenty-one families in
Sanbornton.
Help consisted of fuel, rent/mortgage, utilities and food
expenditures. Forty-nine vouchers were written to assist these families in need
with the total expensed of $16,199.89.

Families also took advantage of the Tilton-Northfield-Sanbornton Fund, the
Reserve Fund, the Sanbornton Bay Homemakers, Congregational

Crisis

Church,

St.

Vincent DePaul Society, Marine Corp. Auxiliary, and Sanbornton

Police Association.

The

total

reimbursement to the Town

for assistance totaled $580.00.

would like to thank the Police Department and the Sanbornton Central School
Nurse for their tremendous help in the past year.
I

Respectfully submitted,

Edward

R. Tierney

Office of the Overseer of Public Welfare

FINANCIAL STATEMENT:
2001

APPROPRIATION
$20,000

2000

EXPENSES

$16,199.89

2002

REQUEST

$20,000
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RECREATION COMMISSION REPORT
The Commission had a busy and memorable year. We said good-bye to Joe
Gray our Chairman and welcomed aboard Corey Robinson as the new
Chairman.
5**^
& 6*
Basketball starts the year off and new this year was a traveling girls
grade team. Joel Smith and Luanne Speikers did an outstanding job coaching
the 12 girls. Recreation Ball also played with kids from grades K-6 enjoying a
good sport to break up the long winter.

PTO in having a huge yard
Donations came from the entire community. The money
raised was enough to purchase a large display case for the children of the

The Commission
sale at the town

joined forces with the Sanbornton

hall.

school to enjoy.

The summer was long and hot and thanks to our great
who took advantage of the beaches benefited from the job

lifeguards the people
well done.

Swimming

lessons were a great success with over 60 kids taking lessons. Water Safety
Instructor, Sarah Ahern, was an added bonus to this year's summer season.

The Summer Day Camp program, with increased attendance this year, was a
huge success. The program had 68 children enjoying the program which
included crafts, games and field trips.
Pounding
August.

feet could

be heard

An amazing 125

for miles

when

kids played until the

great organizational skills and dedication

the soccer season kicked off in
end of October. Shawn Murphy's

makes

this the recreation's biggest

sport.

Ghosts and goblins were everywhere at Surowiec's Farm and even a gypsy
The kids enjoyed a black & orange egg hunt, face painting,
cupcake decorating and many other activities. All consumed fresh hot popcorn
and yummy snacks.

fortuneteller.

sports including Adult Co-Ed Volleyball
(which plays two nights a week), Men's Basketball (plays on Tuesday evenings),
Aerobics and other activities.

The Commission also sponsored other

In

closing the

Commission

is

so appreciative of all the dedicated volunteers who
make all the programs run so smoothly. Thank

give up their time and energy to

you

for

your support.

Respectfully submitted,

Juliana Lonergan, Coordinator

Sanbornton Annual Report
(Recreation Commission continued)
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SANBORNTON PUBLIC LIBRARY REPORT
In preparation for the addition to the library, voted at Town Meeting, March
2001; trustees, staff and building committee members have been working to
finalize plans that will allow work to begin in the spring. Many new books have
been added and the staff has been weeding the collection of items that will not
be moved into the addition. The additional space will permit increased adult
and children's programming, an expanded reference collection, a reading area

house our New Hampshire collection, public access computers
and a work area for the staff to carry out its business. Included will be an
elevator lift for handicapped access to the meeting room on the second floor.
Library Coop meetings. Area Library Forum meetings, library programs and
public meetings can take place in this upstairs room. A very successful fund
raising campaign was carried out by the library. Several generous gifts were
given, with many, many smaller gifts coming in to augment the town funding.
We extend our thanks to a// who have contributed.

that will also

Some

Diane Mitton and Priscilla Bodv/ell
staff changes occurred in 2001.
began their first year as Co-Director / Librarians with great success for all.
Kathy LeBel resigned, after 14 years at the library, to make a move to Virginia.
She is once again employed in a library - a few times bigger than ours! To
cover the hours left vacant by Kathy, we decided to stay in-house and increased
the hours of Martha Hayes, as Technical Services Librarian and Debbie
Clement as Library Assistant. We are grateful also to our dedicated volunteers
who have stepped in to cover hours as needed during the year when the staff
goes on vacation, to meetings or on those few times when they are unable to
report.

We continue to

our state and local library associations, from which
Chief among those received from the New
are able to
Hampshire State Library is the ease of doing Inter Library Loan.
access by computer most of the library collections in the state, at public
libraries, school and university libraries through the State Library service. Once
the item desired is located, it arrives in Sanbornton by state van service. This

we

derive a

be active

number

in

of benefits.

We

great service puts the whole state at your fingertips, so

if

we

don't

have

it,

ask

-

we can

probable get it for you. The state library also offers a number of training
workshops in technology for library staff and both Martha and Debbie attended
some of these workshops in 2001

Our

increased slightly in 2001, about on an average with other
our size. 2002 should see the overall use of the library increase
considerably as we acquire space, more materials in varied formats,
technology, and increased programming.
circulation

libraries of

t
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(Library continued)

to the people of the Town of Sanbornton; the Selectmen and Budget
Comnnittee, the teachers and children of the Central School, and all who have

Our thanks

given us support over the past year.

Respectfully submitted,

Lola Morse, Board of Trustees, Chairperson
Priscilla Bodwell,

Co-Director

Diane Mitton, Co-Director

/

/

Librarian

Librarian
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SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE REPORT
The year 2001 has been a very busy and productive year for Solid Waste. In
May, more than 60 people from over 33 communities attended the Governor's
Recycling Program's annual
facilities

are chosen from

facility

tour of the Transfer Station.

around the state

for

their

Three

diverse

different

methods

of

Manager of the transfer station, provided information
on the town's successful Pay-As- You-Th row program, and the recycling efforts
of the town. It was a successful tour, as a few towns have made return visits or
phone calls requesting more information on the different aspects of our
Mary

recycling.

E. O'Neil,

program.

Also through the Governor's Recycling Program, the Transfer Station offered
Backyard Compost Bins this year. This turned out to be a huge success, as
more than 3 dozen residents were able to purchase these bins at cost. We are
hoping to have these available again this year, as there was a lot of interest
after the order

was

sent

in.

Look

for this

program

in

the spring.

was the award that Mary received from the
Northeast Resource Recovery Association, of which we are a member. On
November 5, Mary was named "Recycler of the Year" and received a plaque
and flowers for her efforts. Congratulations to Mary and her crew. They do an
excellent job, and are very proud of the work they do. They are very involved in
Especially exciting this year,

and

recycling,

The

it

shows.

efforts that the towns'

totals

people have put into recycling are reflected

in

the

The tonnage for Solid Waste has gone down, while recycling
have increased; the more we recycle the less we pay in fees to dispose of

year-end

totals.

solid waste.

In

many

landfill

respects the most significant development was the completion of the
in early January 2002. Visitors to the landfill immediately notice

closure

the huge, contoured

mound that covers the old waste, the fence that encircles
new piles of metal, wood, organic and other recycled

the area, and the neat,

NHDES

requirements and
By covering the waste with
a low permeability cover, we prevent water from contacting the wastes and
transporting potential contaminants to our ground and surface waters.
materials.

The closure of the
and water from

protects our land

landfill

fulfills

the

potential pollution.

the Committee and Nelson, Ward & Associates, Inc.
Nelson, Ward &
completion and approval of the design plans.
Associates coordinated the bid process for the earth moving work, and oversaw
the construction performed by the low bidder, James S. Piscopo Construction.
The construction commenced in the fall and was completed on schedule and
under budget in January 2002. The Town was able to achieve considerable
cost savings on cover materials as a result of previously purchasing and (Solid

Much hard work by
resulted

in
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Waste continued)

stockpiling top soil, and obtaining low-permeability silt nnaterial fronn the Town
Garage site. Some residents noticed increased truck traffic between the Town
Garage and the landfill this fall as 17,000 cubic yards of silt were transported to
the construction site. The Town was able to take advantage of low interest

loans to finance the closure through the State of

The committee
closing the
of our land

is

landfill

and water.

Manager
Committee member

O'Neil, Facility

Patricia Shattuck,

Revolving Loan Fund.

pleased to have nearly completed this momentous task of
and ensuring the long-term integrity of the site for protection

Respectfully submitted,

Mary

NH
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TOWN HALL RESTORATION COMMITTEE
The Town

Restoration Conrimittee has been fornned as a result of the
was held in the Spring, 2001. The committee's goal

Hall

Connnnunlty Profile, which
is

Town

to restore the

recreational

Hall

for

activities

so it can be used for government, cultural, social and
a wide range of ages and interests for future

generations.
In doing this, we plan to restore and preserve the historic
character of the building, while creating a safe, operational and comfortable
environment. In addition, we plan to provide a charter for the establishment of a
permanent committee to oversee the function and preservation of the building.

immediate preservation priorities, an examination of early
by the Historic District commission found strong
recommendations for the removal of the two roof truss supported chimneys.
The
Further examination of the building found a portion of the sill rotted.
committee recommended immediate repairs that have been completed under at
a cost of $9,850. The Fire Chief also examined the building at the request of
the committee in assessment of Life Safety Code compliance.
In

assessment

of the

undertaken

studies

the National Historic Registry, and as part
the building as a Restoration and
Adherence to national and state guidelines for the
Rehabilitation project.
preservation of historic structures makes the project eligible for grants from

The Town
of the

presence as

Hall's

town's

Historic

listed in

District,

qualify

governmental and private organizations. The Selectmen have adopted some of
these standards and guidelines as recommended by the New Hampshire
Division of Historic Resources.

We

have sought input from town
This committee has been quite busy.
departments, social organizations, other town committees, and residents. The
committee has been investigating sources of funding. Development of a fund
raising

program

underway.
application

for

raising events, donations, and grants is
30*^ the committee submitted an LCHIP Grant

that includes fund

On November

$21,700 with the hope of receiving a matching

contribution of up to

fifty

The Fine

and Sale, which was held

Art Exhibit

monetary

percent.

in

the

Town

Hall

on October

13,

fund raising event, and over $2,500 was raised. A
twenty-five percent portion of all artwork sold was given to support the Town
In addition, several artists donated items for a silent
Hall restoration project.
auction, with one hundred percent of the proceeds going to the project. Artists
and attendees at the art sale expressed their desire for this to be an annual
event.
Committee members would like to thank all of the artists who

was

the committee's

participated

in this

first

event.

The Committee's focus

at this stage

is

to develop

a plan

for the building that will

include the community's needs and the historic preservation of the building.

It

I

I
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Hall Restoration continued)

is not our intent to create a museum, nor either to destroy the historical value of
the building by haphazard construction, but to achieve a balance of functionality

and preservation

that

is

appropriate.

As the committee consists of a mere six members, plus one consulting
member, we are hopeful that other team players will step forward to serve on
this committee. The result will benefit every Sanbornton resident for decades to
come.

If

you are interested

in

serving on the committee, donating time,

or services, please inquire at the town office.
Respectfully submitted,

Andrew Sanborn, Chairman

money
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT REPORT
The Sanbornton Zoning Board of Adjustment heard nineteen cases in 2001: six
were seeking Special Exception, eleven were seeking Variance, one was for a
combined Special ExceptionA/ariance, and one was seeking Appeal from An
There was one rehearing held during the calendar
Administrative Decision.
year.

The Zoning Board is a board comprised of ten residents, five of whom are
members and five are alternate members. Currently, there is an opening for
one additional alternate member. All ten members are appointed for three-year
terms and are allowed to hear and vote on any appeal before the board. The
Board can hear appeals from individuals who feel wronged by inflexible zoning
ordinance requirements and/or administrative decisions of other town boards.
Special Exceptions to our zoning ordinance can also be granted by the Zoning
Board of Adjustment. Appearing before the Zoning Board provides residents
the first step in the appeals process before entering the court system. Decisions
of the Zoning Board are based on State Law, legal precedent, and our town
Zoning Ordinance.

As

stated in Article 1 of the Zoning Ordinance, the Sanbornton Zoning
Ordinance exists 'for the purpose of promoting the health, safety, morals
prosperity, convenience or general welfare, as well as efficiency and economy in
the process of development of the inhabitants of the Town of Sanbornton, New
Hampshire, by securing safety from fire, panic and other dangers, providing
adequate areas between buildings and various rights-of-way, by preserving the
rural charm now attached to our Town, the promotion of good civic design and
arrangements, wise and efficient expenditure of public funds, and the adequate
provision of public utilities and other public requirements, and by other means'.
of Adjustment met on the third Wednesday of each month,
as applications require, but applicants should inquire with the clerk for the exact
date in any given month. Applications for special exceptions or variance may
be obtained from the Selectmen's Office. Completed applications should be
returned by the first day of the month in which the appeal is scheduled to be
heard. At the regularly scheduled meeting of January 16, 2002, board members
voted to change the monthly meeting day to the third Tuesday of each month.

The Zoning Board

Interested residents are invited to attend the hearing scheduled in any month.
Notice of hearing and meeting minutes are posted publicly and are a matter of
public record.

Respectfully submitted,

Ann

E. Littlefield,

Clerk
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(Zoning Board continued)

Case

Applicant

#332

William K. Nutter

Spec. Excep.

-

gravel permit

Location

TM#

March Road

27.030

property location

Michael Skeats

Hale Road

Monique Cormier

Leavitt

Status
Granted: 2/21/01

inspection, permit to operate

9.073.001 B

Granted:

16.051

Granted: 5/16/01

Hueber Drive

3.026

Granted: 5/16/01

Bayshore Drive

24.034

Denied:

Black Brook Road

5.041

Granted: 6/20/01

#338

Richard Girardin
Spec. Excep. / Variance

Black Brook Road

5.037

Granted: 7/18/01

#339

Robert Robillard
Spec. Excep.

Tov\/er

15.097

Granted: 7/18/01

#340
R. Garth Dubois
Appeal Admin. Decision

New Hampton Road

20.060

Denied: 8/15/01

#341
Mark
Spec. Excep.

Wells Road

16.043.002

Granted: 8/15/01

#333

5/16/01

Variance

#334

Road

Variance

#335

Suzanne LeBel

Variance

#336

Wayne

Crowley

6/20/01

Variance

#337

Anthony Cardoza

Variance

#342

Liebl

Rickey Merchant

Hale

Hill

Road

& Stage Road 9.073.001

Granted: 9/19/01

Variance

property location

new

#343

Winni Park Road

11.041

Granted: 9/19/01

#344

Independent Wireless One/ Pound Road
ATC Realty, LCC
property location

21.041.001

Granted: 9/19/01

Paul Duval
Variance

written permission w/sale

Variance

#345

William Daley
Spec. Excep.

Bay Road

18.055

Granted: 10/17/01

#346

Bay Shore Drive

24.036

Denied:

Edward Amirault

Variance

10/17/01
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Location

TM#

Status

Route 3

24.022.001

Denied:

David/Brenda White
Spec. Excep.

Lakeside Drive

12.116

Granted: 11/28/01

#349

O. Kent Lawrence
Variance

Lower Bay Road

#350

Poplar

Case
#347

Applicant

Richard
Variance

Weymouth

#348

Penelope Wilson
Spec. Excep.

one-time addition

18.005
lot 1

Road

Independent Wireless One/ Pound Road
Variance ATC Realty, LCC
property location

#344

11/28/01

16.069

Granted: 11/28/01

remain undeveloped
Granted: 11/28/01

one year renewal
21 .041 .001

Decision Upheld:
11/28/01

Application fees collected cover the cost(s) of newspaper advertisement for public

hearing notice. Additional monies are deposited into the Board account which help
defray the clerk's pay. Town monies budgeted pay for members mailings and the
balance of the clerk's hours worked.
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COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM REPORT
The Community Action Program provides

utility,

landlord/tenant,

health counseling, as well as referrals for housing, transportation

legal

and other

and
life

concerns. These support/advocacy services are not tracked. Following is a
summary of services provided to Sanbornton residents by the Franklin Area
Center of the Belknap-Merrimack Community Action Program:

Service Description

70
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COMMUNITY HEALTH & HOSPICE REPORT
Connmunity Health & Hospice, Inc. is a not-for-profit home health care and
support service agency which serves greater Belknap County. We provide inhonne and connmunity health care services from birth through the elder years.
Services are divided into four main areas: the homecare program provides
traditional visiting nurse service, the hospice program provides end-of-life care,
the young family program provides pediatric clinical care and family support,
and the in-home support program provides chore and companion service to the
elderly and disabled.
Although the agency does receive payment from third party payers such as
Medicare and Anthem Blue Cross, many of our services are not covered by
health insurance, and many of our clients do not have health care coverage. As
a non-profit agency, we do not turn away anyone based on the inability to pay.
During our last fiscal year, the agency gave over $350,000 in free or discounted
service.

During the past year. Community Health & Hospice v\/as privileged to receive a
town appropriation to assist in providing services to Sanbornton residents. In
particular, the Sanbornton town dollars were used to:
•

provide matching state funds for
elderly, allowing

•

them

to

age

provide pediatric visiting
children

and

in

homemaker and companion
own homes;

service to the

their

nurses and parenting education to high

risk

families;

•

to provide childhood immunization service;

•

to provide hospice support

and medication service to persons

at the

end of

life;

•

to find children without health insurance

and

enroll

them

in

Healthy Kids

Over 660 services and home visits were provided to Sanbornton residents
during the past fiscal year, and we look forward to offering more service in the
year to come.
Please check out our

web

site to learn

www.chhnh.org.
Respectfully submitted,

Margaret Franckhauser,
Executive Director

ARNP, MS, MPH

more about us and what we

offer:
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LAKES REGION COMMUNITY SERVICES COUNCIL
During the past year, Lakes Region Comnnunity Services Council (LRCSC) has
continued to provide its traditional services to those residents of Sanbornton
who are developnnentally disabled; residential, vocational, day activities, and
have been doing this
transportation remain an integral part of their lives.
work as the State's designated agency for the past twenty years.

We

For most of the past years Sanbornton has honored our requests with a grant of
Last year the LRCSC
$200. This in the past was used for transportation.
Family Support Advisory Council pursued the towns in Belknap and southern
Grafton county for funding to hire a recreation coordinator to work with existing
The recreation coordinator will assist in making the
recreation programs.
children and adults with disabilities. The recreation
September. Part of the salary comes from LRCSC and
come from the funds requested from town budgets for the

programs accessible
coordinator

was

the other part

hired

will

to

all

in

year 2002.

The Family Support Advisory Council sends out a bi-monthly newsletter that will
keep you updated on what the recreation coordinator is doing. Each town office
in Belknap and southern Grafton county has been added to the mailing list.
which supports the
phases of community life. We
greatly appreciate the help that Sanbornton has given us in the past, and hope
that you could continue to support us in the future.

Such assistance will help us to sustain our
inclusion and participation of all citizens

full

Sincerely,

Richard Crocker
Executive Director

overall mission,
in all
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LAKES REGION CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES REPORT
Child

and Family Sen/ices

is

New

Hannpshire's oldest charitable social service

organization that has been serving

New Hampshire

children

and families

for

over 150 years.
Child and Family Services has continued serving residents of Sanbornton
through our offices in Laconia at 95 Water Street and in Franklin at 20 Canal
Street.

During 2001 town support helped us to provide 10 Sanbornton residents with 49
hours of service.

Town

support combined with other funds enables us to offer a wide variety of
services to Sanbornton residents on a sliding scale basis. No one is denied
service because of an inability to pay.

Family and Children's Counseling Professional social workers provide
counseling services that utilize individual and family strengths to address a wide
variety of

and other

problems including death, divorce, substance use, abuse and neglect,
social and mental health issues.

that children being adopted are placed in good
are prepared for parenting and ready for the unique joys and
challenges of raising and adopted child. Services are also available after the
adoption is final for adoptive parents, their children and birth parents.

Adoption Services help insure
families

who

Child Health Support provides parent aides to assist families who have
abused or neglected children to solve the problems that led to the abuse or
neglect and to strengthen the family.
Integrated Home Based Services prevents recurrence of abuse, neglect and
delinquency through provision of an integrated series of services designed to
meet the specific family's needs.

Intensive

and Supervision helps prevent placement through
community based family counseling, intensive supervision, and
CHINS or delinquent youth and their families.
Tracking

provision of

support to

Group Home

provides long-term residential care and emergency overnight

shelter for youth

between the ages of 13 and

Camp Spaulding

18.

provides residential camping for children 9 through14.

For additional information regarding available services please
toll free at 1-800-640-6486.

5835 or

Respectfully submitted,

George

R.

Samuels, Director of Family Counseling

call

us at 524-
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LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
With a service area covering over 1,200 square miles in Belknap, Carroll,
Grafton and Merrinnack Counties, thie Lakes Region Planning Commission
(LRPC) provides a wide range of planning services to its members. Our work
program is as comprehensive as it is full, with activities ranging from technical
assistance, geographic information systems, transportation, land use and
environmental planning, to economic development.
We are funded from
multiple sources including local and state government, as well as special
studies. LRPC is contacted many times each week for answers to local issues.
We also continue to maintain a regular dialogue with state agencies that
depend on us as a resource for the entire Lakes Region. Our goal remains to
provide support and leadership to the region, its governments, businesses, and
citizens.

Here are a few of our accomplishments over the past year:

Completed the Lakes Region Transportation Improvement Program and
forwarded a prioritized list of projects to the NHDOT as part of the biennial
update of the NH State Transportation Improvement Program.
Coordinated the 16*'" annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection, with
nearly 2,400 households from 27 communities participating. Over 16,000
gallons of toxic household products were removed.

Performed
inventories

approximately 130 traffic counts and several local
cooperation with the NH Department of Transportation.

road

in

Completed the Region's first digital land use map, which is available to
local and regional organizations.
Updated the Development Trends In the Lakes Region Annual Report using
survey data.
Provided administrative and technical support to the Pemigewasset River
Advisory Committee leading to the completion of the draft
Management Plan for the Pemigewasset River.
Local

Located child care centers, assisted housing, public transportation, and
major employers across the region to assist with local and regional

development planning.
Co-hosted and organized three public Municipal Law Lectures where
practicing attorneys provided a legal perspective on "The How, Who, What,
Where, and Why Plans"; "Towers, Traditions, and Topless Dancers"; and
"Innovative Land Use Regulations".
Entered into an Agreement with the NH Office of Emergency Management
to prepare two pilot all hazard mitigation plans. These plans are used to
facilitate mitigation funds from the federal government.
In cooperation with the Society for the Protection of NH Forests and the
University of New Hampshire, initiated data collection for new municipal
conservation lands.
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Prepared and hosted citizen education workshops on How to Prepare a
Master Plan, and Planning Board Processes and Procedures.
Convened four area connmission meetings that focused on transportation,
historic preservation, Main Street, and groundwater, highlighted by a
nationally renown planning expert at the summer annual meeting.
Organized National Flood Insurance (NFIP) workshops for local officials.

Power Point
land use and transportation
communities focusing on sprawl reducing and
community building strategies. The presentation can be customized and
made available to any community, upon request.
Coordinated the Lakes Region Household Hazardous Product Facility
Committee to examine the possibility of siting a permanent household
hazardous product facility.
Continued to organize and convene meetings of the LRPC Transportation
Technical Advisory Committee to improve transportation planning.
Completed Plan 2000, an update of the Lakes Region Transportation Plan,
Prepared

an

presentation

innovative

for

local

the policy plan for the region's transportation network.

Completed a survey and
employment.
Hosted a statewide meeting

We look forward to assisting
Kimon

report

on

issues

that

affect

to discuss the update of the

your community

Koulet, Executive Director

Lakes Region Planning Commission

in

the future.

home based

NHDOT

Rail Plan.
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CENTER REPORT

On behalf of New Beginnings A Women's Crisis Center and those we serve,
would like to thank the Town of Sanbornton for its continued support. The
$1,200 allocation in 2001 assisted us in providing ennergency services,
advocacy and support to those whose lives have been affected by domestic and
I

sexual violence.

New Beginnings offers 24-Hour
women and children and have
and advocacy

Crisis Line.

at courts, hospitals,

homes

We

operate a

full

time shelter for

male victims: provide support
police stations, and social service agencies.

safe

for

New

Beginnings offers peer support groups for those affected by domestic or
sexual violence, assists with needs assessments, case management and
housing options; and does community outreach and education programs for
youth, teens and adults. All services are confidential and are provided free

of charge.

The advocacy, outreach, education and support services our agency provides
represent

many

service hours.

New Beginnings is one of 14 members of the statewide NH Coalition Against
Domestic and Sexual Violence, promoting statewide networking and resource
sharing among domestic and sexual assault programs.
The coalition is an
evaluating body and administrator of state and federal contracts that provide
subsidiary funding for member programs while advocating for legislative change
that affect victims/survivors of domestic and sexual violence.

We

We

greatly appreciate the support of the Sanbornton community.
are
dedicated to human service, social responsibility and fiscal accountability.
Although, New Beginnings represents a finite portion of the Sanbornton Town
Budget the returns are immeasurable.
welcome your participation in our
efforts to insure a world of safety for our children and ourselves.

We

Volunteers are an integral part of the work done by our agency. In 2001 there
were 10,244 hours of service provided by volunteers. They are always needed
and the opportunity to service is fulfilling.

Thank you

for joining us to

Sincerely,

Kathy

Keller, Director

make a

difference.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE HUMANE SOCIETY
The New Hampshire Humane Society (NHHS) provides numerous services

to

the Town of Sanbornton. Strays are
safely housed for 7 days prior to becoming available for adoption to the public.
NHHS takes in owner-relinquished pets by appointment and matches the animal

the residents and companion animals

in

Our animals are not euthanized

for reasons of
your town an alternative to releasing
their animal to the streets when they can no longer care for them. Quarantine
facilities are made available to the town as well as animal cruelty investigation.
Educational programs are offered to town schools and civic organizations. If
you are interested in any of the programs, please call the administrative offices
at (603) 524-8236 or contact the shelter at (603) 524-3252.

with the best adoptive home.

space or time.

We

offer the residents of

The total number of animals brought to the
from your Town during 2001 is as follows:

ANIMALS
Dogs & Puppies

From the Town

of

Sanbornton

12
13

Cats & Kittens
Other Animals

New Hampshire Humane

Owner Surrendered
1

3

2

Deceased
Total received from the

Town

of Sanbornton:

Total received from the Residents

Total

number

of

all

animals received

Respectfully submitted,

Claudia Abdinoor, Executive Director

Society

25
6
31
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WINNISQUAM FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The year 2001 was a very busy year for the Winnisquam Fire Department. We
were toned for 498 calls, an increase of over 60 compared to last year, and the
highest number of calls ever. We respond, along with the town departments, in
Belmont, Sanbornton and Tilton-Northfield. The breakdown of the 2001 calls,
by town and by type is as follows:
Belmont
Medical

Tilton-Northfield

Sanbornton

Mutual Aid
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YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAM REPORT
Writing the town report provides an opportunity to take a few minutes away
from running a busy program to reflect on the year past. It also provides an

way to help keep the townspeople up-to-date on what has
been going on with the Youth Assistance Program during a time when our lives
are hectic and the times are troubled. This is also true for the young people in
Adolescence is a time for physical maturation, personal
our communities.
growth, experimentation, testing limits, defining oneself and determining a
future direction. A tremendous number of things are going on in the life of an
adolescent, which in turn, for many young people can result in a high level of
stress. Throw into this mix the fear and uncertainty of the terrorist attacks on
the United States and the results are staggering. This year we have seen an
increase in the number of young people who just want to connect with others to
talk, to help and to be reassured.
opportunity and a

For those townspeople who are new to the area. Court Diversion is the primary
task of the Youth Assistance Program. Young people who have committed a
delinquent or status offense may be referred to the program by the police
departments, district court, school officials or parents. Once referred, the youth
goes before a Juvenile Review Board comprised of volunteers from our
communities. The task of the Juvenile Review Board is to develop a contract

addresses the offense and helps the young person learn from this
Along with court diversion, the Youth Assistance Program offers
informal counseling, mediation, group work for substance abuse and tobacco
education. Parents and community volunteers are an integral part of the Youth
Assistance program. Periodic trainings are held to provide information and
support to those volunteering with the program an anyone interested in learning
more about adolescent issues.

that

experience.

This past year the staff of the Youth Assistance program has worked diligently
on a number of initiatives to help bring money and new services into our

communities.
1.

The

All

Stars program helps prevent the onset of risky behaviors by helping
make healthy future-directed decisions. Ninety sixth-graders

youngsters
took part in

All

Stars

in

2001.

The remaining

sixty-five will

take part this

spring.

2.

The Restorative Justice Program has opened its doors this year to second
who have moved beyond the scope of the
Months of hard work have gone into the
Youth Assistance Program.
development and planning of this program. Its implementation will add a
second tier to the juvenile justice system which will more effectively
address adolescent issues. The Youth Assistance Program will continue to
work closely with the Restorative Justice Program.
offenders and young people
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(Youth Assistance Program continued)

3.

The Youth Opportunities progrann has continued to grow under the direction
Program Coordinator, Wendy Kenneson who was hired in June of 2001.
The Youth Opportunities progrann has been under the unnbrella of the Youth
Assistance Progrann, but will become an independent community non-profit
of

year as it has grown beyond infancy.
A wide variety of
have been offered to area youngsters this year including; rock
climbing, tubing, hiking, scrap booking, cooking and skateboarding.

program

this

activities

In

closing,

we would

like to

thank the townspeople of Northfield, Sanbornton and
Thank you also to all our volunteers including

Tilton for their continued support.

our Board of Directors and the Juvenile Review Boards. We feel confident that
continue to provide quality programming, support and hope to the young
people and families of Northfield, Sanbornton and Tilton.

we can

Respectfully submitted,

Martha C. Douglass, Director
Dawn B. Shimber, Associate Director

STATISTICS:
Court Diversion Cases
Counseling

31

13

Substance Abuse Training

22
262

Prevention Activities

30
317

Adult Participation
Total Youth Participation

Board of Directors:
Marion Abbott
Kent Chapman
Norman Couture
Tom Croteau

Nina Gardner
Hal

Graham

Scott Milliard

Linda Pardy

Richard Robinson
Rick Stewart
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HARMONY GRANGE
As a

connnnunity level organization,

we

2001

NO. 99

actively participate

in

county, state and

national programs.

At the national

level,

the Grange actively lobbies for causes which are in accord
Our State Grange does the same. All policy within

with organizational policy.

the Grange originates at the local level and the organization remains as one of
The primary
America's best examples of democratic grass-roots activism.
legislative objective of the Grange is to represent the views of rural residents
and the agricultural community. These issues include transportation, farm

programs, rural economic development, education, health and safety concerns
and many others.
in its history Grange leaders realized that social interaction was especially
important to rural residents, and each year thousands of Grange members
participate in numerous community service projects.

Early

Harmony Grange's most recent community service effort was the original
sponsorship of Sanbornton's Senior Housing project. We continue to support
the Sanbornton Senior Housing Corporation with twelve Grangers as members,
five of whom are directors. Now that the Corporation has been funded, we look
forward to the final development of the housing project and pledge our
continued support.
Respectfully submitted,

Robert M. Bodwell, Master (Pres.)
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MOHAWK TRAIL RIDERS
The Mohawk

a non-profit organization
Sanbornton and
Hampton. The club's 100+ members consist of about seventy-five percent
Trail

Riders (MTR's) Snownnobile Club

that maintains approxinnately 56 nniles of

New
New Hampshire

is

snowmobile

trails in

residents.

The Club incorporated

Tilton

in

in

1969 as a

New Hampshire Snowmobile

1986, the club reorganized and moved to
Sanbornton in an effort to preserve area trails threatened by residential
development and neglected landowner relations. It took several years of hard
work to acquire the permission of all landowners and improve trails.
Maintaining this important relationship with our landowners is a high priority for

Association charter member.

In

us and has helped generate one of our favorite annual traditions. For the past 3
MTR's have hosted a Landowner Appreciation Dinner, to express our
appreciation to the private landowners that allow trails to cross their property in
town. This event is filled with good food and great memories of friends and
years, the

neighbors.

With an organized trail system in town snowmobiling has flourished. The club
has worked closely over the years to provide access to several local businesses
including Steele Hill Resort, Exit 23 Plaza, and the Sanbornton General Store.
Our membership has grown, the trail system has improved and we have
increased our participation in community events.

The MTR's operate many

fund-raisers throughout the year including raffles, the

Sanbornton chicken barbecue, and an annual Christmas Bake Sale. We have a
dunking booth that we use at several events including Belmont and Tilton Old
Home Days. Although funding our club is critical, a large portion of the funds
raised at these events is donated to local charities including New Hampshire
Easter Seals. This February, the MTR's had 25 members participate in the New

Hampshire Snowmobile Associations Ride-In
this
in

worthy organization was the highest

in

for Easter Seals.

Our donation

to

Belknap County and the 7* highest

the State.

The MTR's work to ensure that snowmobiling can be safely enjoyed both now
and for years to come. If you are interested in joining us or learning more about
our Club, please contact Susan at 744-8914.
Respectfully submitted,

Susan Bousquet, President
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SANBORNTON BAY CIRCLE OF HOME AND FAMILY
Sonnetime back
Extension

in

the 1940's a group of Sanbornton ladies formed their own
Today this same group is called the
Organization.

Homemakers

Sanbornton Bay Circle of Home and Family and has 24 members. We meet
each month (except July) at various member's homes for programs and
There is always a summer picnic and a Christmas party on our
activities.
agenda each year.

we heard talks on Greece, sheep farming, having friends for life,
and where to locate health information locally. We took trips to Cornish, NH., to
visit St. Gauden's National Park and to Quechee Vt., to view both the glass
blowing procedure and the museum. Two other activities included giving book
reviews and making Christmas card baskets to fill with cookies for distribution
This past year

to shut-ins.

From money raised from flea market and craft fair sales we were able to donate
over $960.00 to: (1) Two Winnisquam High School Seniors for college book
awards, (2) Sanbornton Public Library Building Fund, (3) Spaulding Youth
Center Foundation, (4) Thanksgiving and Christmas food certificates for Public
Assistance.

Our

officers are

as follows:

Pauli Novicki, Co-President

Earlene Smith, Co-President
Judy Hewson, Secretary
Brenda Kraft, Treasurer

Our meetings are

held the third

(279-8278)
(528-6454)
(524-5628)
(528-4583)

Wednesday

interested please call for information from

Respectfully submitted,

Brenda

Kraft,

Treasurer

any

of the

month

of the officers.

at

1pm.

Anyone
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SANBORNTON HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS FOUNDATION
The Sanbornton Historical Documents Foundation is a 501 (C) (3) tax exempt
organization and is a New Hampshire nonprofit corporation recorded with the
Secretary of State, December 7, 1999. Our purpose is to form a partnership
whose mission it is to save town historical documents in digital format and to
make them accessible for public use. We seek volunteers to help with this
process.
The foundation now has a web site under construction,
www. sanbornton. com.
Respectfully submitted,

Robert M. Bodwell, Board of Directors, Chairman

SANBORNTON OLD HOME DAY
and 5*^ are the dates of Old Home Day Weekend 2001. There will be
another Sanbornton Old Home Day Golf Tournament and a Barbecue at Den
Brae Golf Course on Prescott Road on Saturday, August 4"^. The traditional
Old Home Day Sunday Church Service for all the congregations in Town will be
held at the Second Baptist Church at the Bay this year with lunch and
entertainment to follow. Other events are being planned. Mark your calendar.

August

4*^

TWIN RIVERS COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS
The Sanbornton Congregational Church on Meetinghouse Hill in Sanbornton
Square is sponsoring a new organization called Twin Rivers Community
Volunteers.

This

will

be a

free,

non-professional service for elderly and/or

disabled individuals and others with special needs.

Volunteers will provide
medical appointments and shopping; friendly visits to
homebound persons, telephone reassurance, and limited respite care.
Volunteers who can donate two or three hours a month or a week are needed to
get the program underway. Training will be provided. Call 279-8848 for more

transportation

information.

to
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SANBORNTON HISTORICAL SOCIETY
If you are curious about Sanbornton's past and Interested in the history of New
Hampshire and New England, you are invited to attend the nnonthly meetings of
the Sanbornton Historical Society on the first Wednesday of each month, April
through October. The meetings are held in the restored Lane Tavern in the
Town Square at 7:30 p.m. Topics this year include:

April 3

May

1

Way to the Westward Sea: The Lewis and
Attic Treasures: A Historical Show & Tell

Clark Expedition

School with

June 5

Tour of the Charles E. Tilton
Ken Didsbury as presenter

July 3

Don Kent on "How

Aug 7

Steve Foley on the History and Rebirth of the Franklin Opera House

Sept 4

On

Oct 2

Annual Meeting and Dinner:

the

WWII

it

all

Hall (Library) at the Tilton

began

in

weather broadcasting"

homefront by Evelyn Auger

A

Night to

et al

Remember our first 50

years

Special events planned include a flea market on June 15, the annual Greens
and Craft sale on December 7, and a Victorian Christmas tea on December 15
at Owl's Rest Farm on Brook Road. All meetings and events are free and open
to the public. The Society was organized in 1952 to promote interest in and
understanding of the history and development of the Town of Sanbornton; to
collect, organize and preserve historical material relating to life in the Town and
make it available for study; and to locate, preserve and mark historical sites and
places of public interest in the Town. Dues are $10 per year for individuals and
$15 for families. For more information, contact Linda Salatiello at 286-4526.
Respectfully submitted,

Linda Salatiello, Acting President
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CORP., INC.

The corporation has been moving forward during the past year

in

trying to reach

any newcomers, is to provide affordable
housing for senior citizens in this area. It has been approximately 5 years since
members of the local Grange perceived the need for this type of housing and
decided to do something about it. A number of Grange members are on the
It
is normal to find a local Grange to get involved in
Board of Trustees.
supporting various needs in their communities.
That objective,

for

its

objective.

As

of the writing of this report, the

Sanbornton planning board and the State of
have approved plans for the project. In addition, the major hurdle involving
The New Hampshire Housing Finance
financing has been surmounted.
Authority has agreed to set aside $2.5 million for the housing project.
The
money will be made available as certain conditions are met along the route to
final completion.
At present the corporation is awaiting approval of a "bridge
loan" request to cover certain expenses that need to be paid prior to a request

NH

forbids.

It

looks promising!!

At this time the corporation would like to encourage anyone in the community to
our group as members. The present dues are $20 per year from June to
June. Unlike grant money which is restricted and can only be used for specific
purpose, dues money can be used for ongoing corporation expenses such as:

join

stamps, paper, insurance, etc.
The mailing address
Sanbornton, NH 03269-0223. Thank you for your support.
Respectfully submitted,
Dick LeClerc, SSHC - Chairman

is

PO Box

223,
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IN THE TOWN OF SANBORNTON FOR
THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2001

BIRTHS REGISTERED

FATHER'S NAME

DATE

PLACE

NAME OF CHILD

MOTHER'S NAME

01-14-2001

Franklin

Bardusk, Hunter Maxfield

Bardusk, Scott
Bardusk, Lynn

02-18-2001

Concord

Gallant,

Matthew William

Gallant, Jeffrey
Gallant, Bettie

03-02-2001

Concord

Johnston, Luke Stephen- Robert Johnston, Stephen
Johnston, Roberta

03-08-2001

Laconia

Cormier, Casey Daniel

Cormier, Claude

Cormier, Kristen

03-14-2001

Lebanon

Devoy, Maggie Jean

04-22-2001

Laconia

Swain, Laura

05-07-2001

Concord

Lang, Casey Marie

May

Devoy, David
Devoy, Wendy
Swain, Matthew
Sw/ain, Rachel
Lang, Timothy

Cinquemani, Kelly
05-14-2001

Concord

Latham, Julia Margaret

06-28-2001

Laconia

Long, Kathryn

Amy

Latham, Mark
Latham, Elizabeth
Long, Michael
Long, Susan

07-13-2001

Laconia

Persson, Rebekah

Anne

Persson, Mark
Persson, Angela

07-21-2001

Laconia

Marchant, Jonathan Zottan

Marchant, Jonathan
Marchant, Joann

07-26-2001

Concord

Paquet, Jaeger Winslow

Paquet, Dennis

Paquet, Kenna

08-31-2001

Laconia

Gage, Joseph Paul

Gage, Joseph
Gage, Kristin

09-03-2001

Plymouth

Caravona, Gabriella Marie

Caravona, Robert
Caravona, Heather

09-03-2001

Laconia

Goodwin, Shannon Marie

Goodwin, Sean
Goodwin, Heather

09-12-2001

Laconia

Barnes, Courtney Lynn

Barnes, Timothy
Barnes, Donna

10-09-2001

Concord

Wood, William Walker

Wood, Kenneth
Wood, Tracy
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IN THE TOWN OF SANBORNTON FOR
THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2001

BIRTHS REGISTERED

(Continued)

FATHER'S NAME
MOTHERS NAME

DATE

PLACE

NAME OF CHILD

11-06-2001

Concord

Swain, Hannah Elisabeth

Swain, Daniel
Swain, Julie

11-29-2001

Claremont

Weeks, Jordan

Weeks,
Weeks,

Added

for

Alexis

Erich
Jennifer

2000

12-10-2000

Elliott

Sargent, Sophia Marie

Sargent, Douglas Allen

Jr.

Baker, Kristine Fleurette
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MARRIGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF SANBORNTON
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2001

NAMES

DATE

Knapp, David A.
Dyatlova, Elena G.

02-15-2001

Sanbomton,

Fogarty, Daniel D.

02-19-2001

Sanbornton,
Sanbornton,

NH
NH

03-17-2001

Sanbornton,
Sanbornton,

NH
NH

Davis, Jennifer R.

Bolduc, Roger H.
Clark,

Martha

E.

Garrigues, Jeronimo R.

Kaufman,

04-04-2001

05-05-2001

Sanbornton,
Sanbornton,

NH
NH

05-28-2001

Sanbornton,

NH

Laconia,

Blaisdell,

Bennett, Richard

Aucoin, Karyn

W.

Jesseman,

A.

A.

Puffinburger, Lucille
Hilbrunner, Kevin F.

Levesque, Lynn

NH
NH

06-23-2001

Sanbornton,
Sanbornton,

NH
NH

06-28-2001

Sanbornton,
Sanbornton,

NH
NH

07-14-2001

Sanbornton,
Sanbornton,

NH
NH

L.

A
07-28-2001

Kimball, Scott D.

Puleo, Jan

Sanbornton,
Sanbornton,

Kelly F.

Woods, David

Stoner, Linda

Meredith,

NH
NH

Sanbornton,

J.

Auger, Peter

NH

06-02-2001

L.

Wescom, George

Unknown

NH

Cornell, Christina M.

Dodge, Jason M.
Susan M.

Madrid,

Sanbornton,

Amy J.

Cantara, Joseph H.

RESIDENCE
NH
Sanbornton, NH

08-11-2001

J.

Lang, Timothy P.
Cinquemani, Kelly

K.

Macinnis, Michael

J.

Couture, Robin E.

Sanbornton,
Tiffin,

L.

NH

OH

08-11-2001

Sanbornton,
Sanbornton,

NH
NH

08-18-2001

Sanbornton,
Sanbornton,

NH
NH
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF SANBORNTON
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2001
(Continued)

NAMES

DATE
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DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF SANBORNTON FOR
THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2001
FATHER'S NAME

NAME OF DECEASED

DATE

PLACE

MOTHER'S NAME

Joerg, Martha E.

02-17-2001

Sanbornton

Joerg, John

Hosbach, Anna
04-15-2001

Shaw, Eldred S.

Laconia

Shaw, Edwin
Barlow, Beulah

Johnson, Joanne S.

04-28-2001

Sanbornton

Johnson, C.
Leighton, Rachel

Foudriat, Virginia M.

05-11-2001

Wolfeboro

March, Albert

Thomas, Edith
Johnson, Charles

Croteau, John A.

W.

05-14-2001

Laconia

Johnson, Clarence
Sunderland, Ellene

07-24-2001

Sanbornton

Croteau,

Raymond

Haskell, Dorothy

Freni,

Stephen D.

08-19-2001

Belmont

Freni,

Oliva,

Farrar,

Edna A.

09-19-2001

Manchester

Joseph
Enes

Hesketh, Samuel

Pearson, Ethel
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